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PORT Of MURRAY - CALLOWAY COUNTY — The official port
designation ceremony for the new Hutson Chemical Co. barge terminal
will be held tomorrow at the barge site on Kentucky Lake. Officials from
the city, county, TVA, and possibly the Army Corps of Engineers will be
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternun August 17, 1976
present as the barge terminal is officialh named The Port of Murray-
Calloway County. Work has already begun at the site, and the first phase of
work will be completed this fall, with concrete to be poured, scales in-
stalled, an office built, and a hopper and conveyer system installed.
Staff Photo by Ovid MIN
More Than 1,000 Reported Dead
Or Missing In Philippine Quake
MANILA, The Philippines (AP) —
More than 1,000 persons were reported
dead or missing today in the worst
earthquakes in Philippine history.
The National Disaster Coordinating
Center reported tonight that at least 811,
dead had been confirmed, 249 were
missing and 251 were injured in two
major quakes that hit the southern
Philippines just after midnight Monday
and just after noon today.
The U.S. National Earthquake
Information Center in Golden, Colo.,
reCorded the first tremor at 8.0 on the
Richter Scale, only 0.2 less than the
July 28 quake that devastated the
Tangshan area of northeast China.
Today's quake reached 6.8 on the scale.
Dates For Book Sales
For MHS Students Set
Murray High School students may
purchase used textbooks on Tuesday,
August 24, from 1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m.
and from 6:00 p. m. to 8:00 p. m. at the
high school, according to an-
nouncement made today. New text-
books may be purchased on Tuesday,
August 24, from 11:30 a. m. to 4:00 p. m.
and from 6:00 p. m. to 8: 00 p. m.
On Wednesday, August 25, new
textbooks may be purchased from 11:30
a. m. to 5:00 p. m. On Thursday, August
26, new textbooks will be on sale from
11:30 a. m. to 2:00 p. m. On these three
days these books will be on sale at the
high school.
After Thursday, August 26, all new
books must be purchased at the Murray
Board of Education office.
The used, book sale on August 24, is a
project of the Murray High School
Student Council. Students that would
like for the Student Council to sell their
used books should bring them to the
high school on Thursday. August 19,
from 9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p.m.
The following books may be pur-
chased either new or used: Physical
Science, Biology, Chemistry. Physics,
Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II,
Trigonometry, Math 12, General
Business, Shorthand, Bookkeeping,
Consumer Education, Health.
The following books must be pur-
chased new: General Science, General
Math, and High School Arithmetic.
A major tremor also rocked central
China Monday night. The official
Chinese news agency Hsinhua gave no
damage or casualty figures, but it said
damage "was very slight because the
Chinese Seismological Department had
forecast an earthquake and the Szech-
wan provincial party committee had
taken precautionaii measures."
Hsinhua said the tremor was cen-
tered about 135 miles north of the
Szechwan provincial capital of Chengtu
and registered 7.2 on the Richter scale.
Unofficial counts put the death toll in
the Philippines at 917, with more than
500 injured and 400 missing.
Among the missing were 11 children
swept away by 24-foot waves caused by
the quake.
The Philippine Disaster Center said.
1,290 families were homeless and 315
buildings, bridges and other structures
were destroyed in only one of the areas
hit by the quake, southwestern Min-
danao.
Disaster Service Opens
New Office In Mayfield
The state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services has opened a
permanent office in Mayfield to serve
disaster preparedness organizations in
eight western Kentucky counties.
Bob Carrico, a Mayfield *Native,
heads the Area 1 DES office that serves
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, McCracken, and
Marshall counties.
Carrico, 30, has worked in the area
for the past year but has only recently
trains Will Not Stop In Future
Signals In Service At
Chestnut St. Crossing
Louisville & Nashville railroad trains Monday halted the practice of stop-
ping at the crossing on Chestnut Street (Industrial Road) near Ryan Milk Co.
according to an announcement made by L. D. Macon, L & N assistant
superintendent.
Macon said that crossing warning devices were placed in service at the
crossing on July 13, 1976 and "we have continued to require trains to stop at
that location since we had made them stop prior to the installation of these
devices."
"We have met with the Mayor, Honorable John Ed Scott, at Murray, Ken-
tucky," Macon said, "and explained to him that effective at 7:01 a. m. Mon-
day, August 16, 1976, we will no longer require our trains to stop at Industrial
Road as the grade crossing warning devices are in service and there is no- - -
longer need for them stopping."
L & N agreed to the stopping of the trains at the crossing approximately
two years ago following a train-auto accident which fatally injured the
driver of the car. Since that time, I.& N has stopped the trains and sent a
flagman to the crossing to warn approaching motorists.
Macon said that".. . warning signals ere in service and.
lieges be stopping to flag at that location."
been able to establish his office. He has
worked with local governments to
assist in disaster planning, funding,
securing equipment for rescue work,
and in other aspects of the disaster
preparedness field.
"We've been making a lot of progress
in the area lately," Carrico said, "and
I'm confident that we'll continue to
move forward."
He noted that emergency operations
plans for each county have recently
been completed and that a summary
report will enable the various counties
to compare their problems and work
toward common solutions.
"There are a lot of assets in this part
of the state," he said, "and we hope to
become better able to utilize them
effectively. When disaster strikes, it
rarely stops at county lines and we've
got to be ready to work together."
Carrico earned a bachelor of science
degree in mathematics from Brescia
College at Owensboro. He now lives in
Mayfield with his wife, Jean, and their
aiildren Bobby, 6, and Cheryl, 4.
The Area 1 DES office is located on
the third floor of the Graves County
Courthouse in Mayfield, and can be
reached at 247-9712 from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. on weekdays. "
Sunny and Warm
Sunny and warm this afternoon:
clear and cool tonight. Highs -Ns af-
ternoon in the mid 80s, lows tonight in
the upper 50s and low 60s. Winds nor-
theasterly at five to ten miles per hour
this afternoon and tonight. Sunny and
warm Wednesday, highs in the upper
110s. Partly cloudy and warmer Thor
slay; -
•





A. W. Simmons, Jr., president of
\lurray Civic .Mosic Association, has
called a meeting of the association
board for Thursday, August 19, at 4:30
p.m. at the Bank of Murray. The pur-
pose of the meeting is to complete plans
for the membership campaign which
begins September 13.
Plans for the party given annually for
workers as a kick-off to the drive will be




General clinics are held by the
Calloway County Health Department at
the center at North Seventh and Olive
Streets on Tuesdays and Thursdays of
each week.
Hours for the clinic on Tuesday are
from 8:00 to 11 : 30 a.m. and on Thursday
from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
During these hours the public may
receive shots, blood pressure, diabetes
screening, etc. The TB skin tests are
given only on Tuesday mornings.




KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — With
party rules and platform planks as the
issues, Gerald R. Ford and Ronald
Reagan are heading into the first
critical test of their delegate strength at
the 1976 Republican National Con-
vention.
Reagan and his strategists chose the
issues on which the key votes would be
taken tonight, but as the time for
balloting drew near Ford's delegate
total in the contest for the presidential
nomination moved to within three votes
of the 1,130 needed for victory.
The latest Associated Press survey,
based on legal crittenitments and
publicly stated preferences, gave Ford
1,127, Reagan, 1,036, with 96 un-
committed.
For weeks the Ford campaign has
claimed the President had 1,135 votes,
while Reagan's managers have said the
former California governor was certain
oft 1,140 votes on the first ballot for the
presidential rumaination.
But those claims were viewed largely
as part of the intense political,
psychological warfare the two men
aimed at each other and at the un-
committed delegates who hold the key
to the aspirations of both men.
The roll call votes tonight, occurring
just 24 hours before the presidential
balloting, will be taken as a clear sign
of which man will leave Kansas City as
the Republican nominee for president.
A decisive victory for either man
could cripple the other's chance for the
nomination.
The Reagan forces are geared for a
floor fight tonight on their proposal to
require that each presidential can-
didate name his proposed running mate
before the balloting on the preskjegitial
nomination.
Reagan backers call it the "right to
know" rule. The Ford camp describes it
as Reagan's attempt to force the
President to endure an uproar similar
to that which Reagan encountered
when he named Sen. Richard S. Sch-
weiker as his choice for the vice
presidential nomination.
Ford's backers called the Reagan
proposal the "misery loves company"
rule.
The other major fight planned by the
Reagan camp involves the foreign
policy plan in the Republican platform
which will be presented to the con-
vention for approval.
Entitled "Morality in Foreign
Policy," the Reagan amendment to the
platform would insert a statement
implicitly critical of the policy of
detente with the Soviet Union pursued
by Ford and Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger.
The Reagan statement would put the
Republican party on record as sup-
porting many of the criticisms of Ford
foreign policy that the former
California governor used as campaign
issues.
Nonetheless, some Ford advisers
were recommending that the President
accept the amendment and avoid a
divisive floor fight, according to
sources close to the campaign.
But Sen. Robert P. Griffin of
Michigan, Ford's convention floor
manager, said a final decision on how to
deal with the proposal probably.
wouldn't be made until Ford strategists
could assess the vote on the rules,
scheduled to come up before the
platform committee report.
The proposed plank include the
following statements:
—"Ours will be a foreign policy which
recognizes that in international
negotiations we must make no undue
concessions; that in pursuing,. detente
we must not grant unilateral favors
with only the hope of getting future
favors in return."
.---,n'Agreements that .are_negotiated,
such as the one signed in Helsinki, must
not take from those who do not have
- freedom the hope of one day gaining
it."
—"Finally, we are committed to a
foreign policy in which secret
agreements, hidden from our pople,
will have not part."
Ford signed and Reagan assailed the
Helsinki agreement on future East-
West relations in Europe.
Another platform fight Is likely to
occur on the abortion issue. But that
does not involve a test between Ford
and Reagan supporters. Some platform
committee members plan a floor fight
to delete an endorsement of "the efforts
of those, who see enactment of a con-
stitutional amendment to restore
protection of the right to life for unborn
children."
The convention, the 31st in the history
of the Republican party and one of the
most divided, opened at 10:30 a. m.,
CDT Monday. In the tradition of most
opening sessions of political con-
ventions, it was devoted to a succession
of speeches to which few delegates
appeared to listen.
One message was clear: Fight for the •
candidate of your choice, but don't
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BAND CAMP—Band rehearsals continue this week for the Murray 
High School Band. Band director Joe fis
promises a "better than ever" band for this year's performances.
MHS Band Rehearsals Continue
Murray High School Band rehearsals
are continuing this week, according to
—Band Director Joe Sills.-
_
The band members will rehearse
from 8:30 to 11 a.m. Wednesday and
Thursday at the high school practice
field. Friday 18 picture day, to be held
at Roy Stewart Stadium 9 a.m. to 11
a.m.
A "sneak preview" af this year's
contest show is also scheduled im-
mediately following the photo session.
Band members who need unifornii-
will be able to select them Wednesday
and Thursday afternoons from one to
three p.m., Sills said.
Theband director said he is highly
optimistic about this year's band. "We
had the best camp week and the best
Saturday morning performance ever."
he said. "The students have shown
that they are dedicated to making this
- year's band better than any other. I
believe that everyone will enjoy this
year's show even more, because of a
change in marching style and the music
utilized in the drills," he continued.
"The band is looking forward .to the
first halftime performance," he con-
cluded.











By Abigail Van Buren
s.l976 b Chaago Towne N Y News Synd in<
DEAR ABBY: My 14-year-old stepdaughter became
pregnant five months ago. (She was actually only 13
them.) She is very immature, but insists that she wants to
..keep her baby. My wife and I managed to get her into a
::good "home" close to where we live, and she seems to be
maturing some, but not nearly enough to raise a child.
Her 16-year-old boyfriend has completely dropped out of
the picture.
We've considered keeping the baby and adopting it, but
we have five other children, my wife isn't well and I can't
see our taking on this added responsibility.
I have a medium income, but money isn't the biggest
problem. We're more concerned about the future of our
daughter and her unborn child. It seems unfair for the
child to be raised by! an unwed mother who isn't even
through the eighth grade.
Please tell us what you would do.
HEAVY-HEARTED DAD
- - •
DEAR DAD: I would choose the alternative that would
est-far the baby. Every child deserves to be wanted
instead of accidentally conceived and raised by a mother
who herself is still a child.
For you to adopt a baby you don't really want would be
unfair to you and the child. Your daughter needs to grow
up before assuming the responsibilities of motherhood.
Thousands of couples are waiting to give that baby
every advantage in life. I vote for adoption.
DEAR _ABBY: I'm tired of the ignorance of those who
insist that the word "man" applies only to males. Abe
dictionary has several definitions of which the first two
. are:
MAN: (1) A human being; person, whether male or
female. 121 The human race, mankind.
So why don't we stop all this asinine changing of words,
such as "mankind" to "personkind," and "chairman" to
"chairperson?"
And what about the word "woman"? It has "man" in it,
t.00.
FRANK M. IN BEVERLY HILLS
DEAR FRANK: l'm willing.1 think the most asinine of
all is calling a manhole a "personhole."
DEAR ABBY: Concerning FOREVER SORRY, whose
mother never let her forget that she (the daughter)
"disgraced" the family because she had been a pregnant
bride: Although fortunately I was never in that situation,
I, too, was the victim of such "holier than thou"
preachings.
However, in tracing our family history, I discovered that
my extremely pious grandmother gave birth to her first
child six months after her marriage!
This was documented by her marriage certificate and the
child's birth certificate. The problem was neatly solved by




CONFIDENTIAL TO "MAD AT YOU": I am not
obligated to send personal replies to letters that are not
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Did
you send one?
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
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The Way Out is Murder,
YVETTE *IMMIX
Plus "Boxcar Bertha" (it)
Miss Jane Scarbrough Married
To Mr. Page In Church Ceremony
Mrs. Frank Page
Miss Jane Scarbrough,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. Scarbrough of Murray, and
Frank Page, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Page of Allen-
sville, were married in a
summer wedding at two p. m.
in a double ring ceremony at
the Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church, Owensboro, with Rev.
Duncan Smith officiating.
The altar was centered with
a fifteen-branch arch can-
delabrum entwined with
greenery. Baskets of greenery
were used on each side along
with two identical tree can-
delabra also entwined with
greenery. The family pews
were marked with white satin
bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Ewing
RoScoe, organist, and Mrs.
Henry Htefipton, soloist. Mrs.
Hampton sang "The Twelfth
of Never" and "0 Perfect
Love." The traditional
wedding marches were played
for the processional and the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, chose for
her wedding a formal gown of
Quiana knit. A gentle gathered
bodice featured an English
net yoke with Venice lace.
White satin bows covered the
shoulders of the long fitted
sleeves. The fluid circular
skirt was bordered in lace and
extended to a chapel train.
Her scalloped lace trimmed
veil of bridal illusion was
caught to a Juliet cap of ope-
work lace accented with
pearls. She carried a cascade
bouquet of white carnations,




The bride chose Mrs. Greg
Alexander as her matron of
honor. She wore a formal
length gown of pastel blue
dotted' swiss and a blue garden
hat. The dress featured an
empire bodice and short
puffed sleeves trimmed in
lace. She carried a nosegay
of daisies, white carnations,
blue and yellow forget-me-
nots, and baby's breath.
The bridesmaid was Miss
Vicki Scarbrough, niece of the
bride, and the flower girl was
Miss Kim Page, niece of the
groom. Their dresses and
nosegays were like that of the
matron of honor.
Victor Page, brother of the
groom,. served as best man.
Jimmy Driver, brother-in-law
of the groom, was the
groomsman. Marty Scar-
brough, nephew of the bride,
was the ringbearer. Ushers
were Ray Scarbrough,
nephew of the bride, and
Henry Page, nephew of the
groom.
The men in the wedding
party wore navy blue tuxedoes
with white carnation
boutonnieres.
Mrs. Scarbrough, mother of
the bride, wore a long gown of
blue knit featuring a draped
bodice. Mrs. Page, mother of
the groom, wore a long gown
of mint green featuring sheer
long Moves. Both wore
corsages of white carnations.
The bride's book was kept
by Miss Shirley Page, sister of
the groom, who also
distributed scrolls.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
covered with blue satin
overlaid with white lace.
Centering the table was an
arrangement of blue, white,
and yellow daisies and pink
carnation:4. backed by six blue
candles. White columns
surrounding a blue fountain
supported a three tiered
wedding cake topped with
white wedding bells and
decorated with blue and
yellow daisies.
Assisting with the reception
were Mrs. Jimmy Driver,
Mrs. James Scarbrough, Mrs.
Jerry Scarbrough, and Mn.
James Hicks.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Florida with the bride
wearing a red and white knit
dress with a white carnation
and yellow sweetheart rose
corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Page are now
residing in Owensboro.




Murray, Franklin, and Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
The Members of the wed-
ding party were entertained
with a rehearsal dinner at the
Moonlight Inn, Owensboro.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present gifts to their
attendants.
Prenuptial Events.
Prenuptial events given in
honor of the bride were an
afternoon tea by Mrs. Jimmy
Driver, Mrs. Ronnie Barker,
and Miss Shirley Page at
Russellville; surprise shower
by members of the Young
Women's Sunday School Class
of Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church, Owensboro; a
miscellaneous shower by Mrs.
Jerry Scarbrough, Mrs.
Robert Burkeen, and Mrs.
James Ross at Murray; a
miscellaneous shower by Mrs.
James Hicks, Mrs. Keith
Conklin, and Mrs. Mike Shclar
at Owensboro; personal








Bruce Elkins, Gen. Del.
Dexter, Mrs. Dorthy N
Mitchell, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.., Ms.
Auberna Halstead, fit. 2, 13ox
30, Murray, Mt§s Kimberly K.
Willoughby, Porter Court Tr.
Ct. Paris, Tn., Mrs. Claudia F.
Carson and Baby Boy, Route
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Ida M.
Stunson, 39 Riviera Courts,
Murray, Mrs. Debris
Roberts, Route 7, Box 32,
Mayfield, Mrs. Rachel B.
Greenfield, Route 4, Benton,
Edward Brandon, Route 9,
Benton, Ronnie Chapman, 205
Maple St., Murray, Mrs. Lila
A. McCuiston, New Concord,
Mrs. Manuela Mowery, Route
3, Cadiz, Mrs. Marie G.
Oglesby, 1604 Caltoway;Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Rubye M.
Lovett, Route 4, Benton,
Michael R. Vanderaa, Route
1, New Concord.
PITCHER BATTER
To save dishes when making
pancakes prepare the batter
in a wide-mouth pitcher ready
to pour on a griddle. Leftover
batter can be stored, covered
in the refrigerator and thinned
with milk when used again.
Mrs. Mildred' Smith Presents
Program At Ruth Wilson Meet
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women
held its July meeting at the
church with Mrs. Mildred
Smith presiding and having
the purpose of the UMW read
in unison.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Lee Lassiter, secretary, and
Mrs. Alice Knight, treasurer.
Mrs. Smith mentioned several
projects that had been done by
the Lee-Olia Circle and among
them were new curtains for
the fellowship hall and plans
TO-Tedecorate the bathrooms
at the church.
Recognition was also made
of the gift of a new stove and
refrigerator by one of the
members. Diane Moore,
general president, announced
that the nominating com-
mittee would meet to select
1977 officers.
Mrs. Smith presented the
program in the absence of
Mrs. Marie Jacobsma. The
subject was "World of A.C. or
World After Colonization"
which included an informative
discussion on the economic,
political and military
situations that exist in the.
wotld today. She said the '
emergence of many new
African astates has had a
distinct bearing on the
alliances among nations arid
the United States cannot
escape becoming involved.
She closed by reading an
affirmation of contemporary
faith and 'a prayer for
reconciliation.
The song, "Take My Life
and Let It Be" was sung with
Mrs. Emma Knight at the
After cooking srnoked tongue ,
or corned beef, refrigerate the
meat and broth separatieb:—
After the fat hardens on tap Of
the broth, you may use in-
stead of water in a split pea
soup or for cooking dried
beans
piano. Mrs. Katherine Wilson
gave the devotion reading
from Ezekiel 1 : 1-13 and James
2:1-13.
Thirteen members and one
visitor, Mrs. Diane Moore,
unit president, were present.
Deborah Payne, Calloway County Public library staff member, is shown with some
of her animals that were shared with Story Hour children. Penny, the dog, performed
several tricks, and Daffy, the duck, a large white rabbit named Priscilla, guinea pigs, and
gerbils were part of Deborah's menagerie.
C OM MUNI TY
CALE NDAR
Tuesday, August 17
Murray Shriners Wives will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn, Gilbertsville,
to make garments for patients
at Shriners Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo. A potluck luncheon will be
served. For information call
Mrs. William Moffett 436-5518.
Deadline for signing up to go
on the Senior Citizens bus trip
to Kentucky State Fair on
August 26, Call 753-0929 for
information.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the church at 1:30 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
have a family picnic at the
Harmon Whitnell cabin on
Kentucky Lake at 6:30 p.m.
Execittive Committee of the




Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Work day for Hardin Senior
Citizens will start at ten a.m.
Thursday, August 19
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
--a picnic at the- heme of
and Jim Rudolph at 6:SO p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30p.r.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. for crafts
and from six to nine p.m. for a
fun and work night.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall .
at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citipns activities.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have shopping from ten a.m.
to three p.m. and fun and work
night from six to nine p.m.
Women of First
Presbyterian Church will
have a work day to make
calico flowers and work on
individual projects at 9:15
a.m. at the church.
Men's Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club with
'Bobby Johnson, Buddy
Buckingham, Tom Emerson,
Walter ,Apperson and John
Gregory itiqarge.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens activities.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
al§:
Women ot the Moose will
meet at seven p.m. for
executive session and at eight
p.m. for business session. -
Friday, August 20
Rocking Chair Marathon by
Senior Citizens and Murray
Quota Club will start at five
p.m. on the lawn of the






























































FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, Ira
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
-to the stars.
ARIF4 , ,k%
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 6re'lt
Influences favorable in part,
but day requires more effort,
steady application of your skills
and knowledge. Cooperation
with right fumes. vital.
TAURUS 




Day spells action, deter-
mination. Plan wisely.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
If you happen to get a late
start, pick up your pace as you
go along. Your fine mind and
quick comprehension of unusual
situations should be stimulated
now.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 180
You can make a bright new
place for yourself with a little
more diligence and a gracious
demeanor. Use a practical
arena for trying out ideas
before putting them into effect.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 $2414tA
Routine, the things you
• planned and expected would run
.'just so" may suffer a setback.
Take in stride, however, and go
on to something else until
"clouds" Lift and you get a
better perspective.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23(
Pitch into activities with
Vicki Edwards, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan B. Ed-
wards of Murray, was
winner of the piano prac-
tice chart presented
recently by her teacher,
Mrs. Linda Wright,
larksey. Vicki had a total
of 103 practice hours for
the past six months. She
will be a fourth grader at
North Elementary this fall.
In second place was
Stephanie Hays with 95
hours of practice. Ricky
Harrison was in third
place with 75 hours.
verve, confidence, your usual
know-how. If new propositions
are made, however, give them
careful study. Don't be caught
off guard by surface glitter.
LIBRA
(Sept.. 24 to Oct. 23) all
Some requests may annoy,
but think them over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the long run - and
bring you satisfaction as well.
SCORPIO
t Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) v
rr /Z.
By interpreting situations
arbitrarily, you may miss in-
tended meanings. Do not
hesitate to call in clever
associates for better un-
derstanding.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)#440
Your competition will be keen
now, but the challenge should
prove stimulating. A good
chance to display your ingenu-
ity and know-how.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Day calls for your steadiest
heart and hand. Don't try to
swim against the tide and don't
try to force issues.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A day which you can mold
pretty much to your liking.
Take a firm and knowing hand
early and plan your schedule
smartly. Make no snap
decisions, however.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Self-reliance should be your
keyword now. Don't let others
do your thinking for you.
Neither let anyone sway you
from a worthwhile course.
YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by Leo, the Lion, and
so are endowed with great
magnetism, strength of
character and purpose, en-
thusiasm and a zest tor itvinir-
You are a born leader and lend
power and influence to all ac-
tivities, but must learn to wield
author-ft../ with discretion. Your
pride, vriich is often excessive,
tends to make you domineering
and this you must conquer if you
are to keep the many friends
you make along life's road. You
are extremely versatile and
could succeed in almost any
field of your choosing -
pi ow. ly educated, of course.
Birthdate of: Meriwether
Lewis, explorer; Shelly Winters
and Hayley Mills, film stars.
September Wedding Planned
Miss Cathy Marie Futrell
Mr. and Mrs. Lanis Futrell of Route Seven Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Cathy Marie, to Douglas 'Craig Evans, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Evans of Route Two Springville, Tennessee.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. Barney Futrell
of Murray and of Mrs. Doris Smith of Paducah. She is the
great-granddaughter of Mr. William Andrew Crump of Har-
din.
Mr. Evans is the grandson of Mrs. Will Evans and Mrs. Fred
Evans, both of Springville, Tennessee. He is the great-
_ zragagDp of Mrs. Alva Clymer of Paris, Tennessee.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University as a part-time
student. She is employed by Jim Adams' Northside IGA.
Mr. Evans is a 1972 graduate of Henry County High School
and attended the University of Tennessee for two years: He is
employed by Southern Clay Company in Paris, Tennessee.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, September 25 it seven
p.m. at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church with Bro. Lawson
Williamson performing the double ring ceremony. The recep-
tion will follow immediately afterwards in the fellowship hall
of the church. -
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend both the wedding
and the reception.
Local Home Economics Teachers
Attend Meetin4 In Louisville
Home Economics teachers
attending their annual
meeting at the Galt House in
Louisville, August 10-12,
became informed about the
newest food and nutrition





Rack of '5 Er '10 Items
Jewelry - 1/2 Price
Marcile's Fashion- s
816 Coldwater Rd




Food Science and Human
Nutrition, Michigan State
University, talked on these
subjects to the 550 teachers
attending.
Also included in the meeting
were concurrent sessions on:
"Foods, Fads, and Diets,"
"Label It Nutrition," "Food
Product Safety," "Why? The
Cost Of Eating," "Fiber In
The Diet," and "Update On
Nutrition Research."
These were presented by
Dr. ,Dena Cederquist, Marilyn
Fox, Dairy and Food littftrition
Council of Southeast,
Louisville; John Draper,





University of Louisville; and
Dr. Abby Marlatt, College of
,Horne Economics, University
6.71-eaith-Wiso
it., Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
The Beek el Tohi
The growing appreciation
in the Western world for the
simplicity and beauty found in
oriental cultures finds one
practical expression in the
adoption of tofu or soy curd as
a popular food.
Those who are unfatnifiar
with its use as well as long-
time devotees will esptere.
with endless delight the trea-
sures of The Book of Tofu.
The authors are William Shur-
tell, oho his I Japan,.
and worked in i  shops.
and Akiko Aoyagi, who first
introduced' him to some of the
choice dishes the Japanese
-prepare with this most versa-
tile food.
The book covers the history
and traditions surrounding
-the preparation of tofu.in both
Japan and China; the methods
and utensils needed to make
tofu from raw soybeans in the
home; and 500 recipes, includ-
ing both traditional oriental
and Western-style dishes.
s. The authors explain that
"just as Westerners prefer to
transform whole kernels of
wheat into breads, pasta and
other foods made from flour,
so have the people of East
Asia preferred to transform
whole soybeans into other
forms. Since long before the
Christian era, men and women
throughout Asia have partici-
pated in a vast experiment to
find simple yet effective ways
of Kentucky, Lexington.
Dr. Gene Bottoms, newly
elected president of American
Vocational Association, in-
spired the audience to be more
effective teachers as they
return to their classrooms by
outlining "Teacher Com-
petencies That Open the
Way." He charged each
teacher with the responsibility
of seeing that students acquire
the knowledge, skills and
attitudes necessary to enter




from Calloway county at-
tending the meeting were
Lucy Lilly, Sally Crass,
Murray High School, Bess
Kerlick, Calloway County
High and Mary Lawson and
.Dr. Pauline Waggener of
MSU.
Store your paprika in the re-
frigerator; coolness help,
serve color and flavor
ldlebrevit Reunioir
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Studio located of: S.-4th •Ext. Fotr:fane
The Killebrew Reunion was
held Sunday, August 1st, at the
Community Center on Carr
Street, Fulton with relatives
from seven states enjoying the
day. At noon a delicious pot
luck meal was served.
Those attending and signing
the register were,:
Mr. and A(ra. Loyd
Crownover, Evelyn and
Donald, Stanford, Tx., Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Killebrew, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Freeman.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Mrs. Nina
Wallace, Claude, Tx., Mrs.
Elizabeth Barham, Chicago,
Scott Ellis, Chicago, Mrs.
Lera Gardner, Mrs Mary Nell
Ridgway, Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Killebrew, Laurel, Montana,
Mr. and Mrs. Melton
Killebrew, San Antonio, Tx.,
Carol Anderson, San Antonio,
Tx., Richard Killebrew ,
Fulton, Mr and Mrs. P. J.
Whitman, McAllen, Tx.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis L.
Killebrew, Amarillo, Tx., Mrs.
Joy KillebrewJackson,Fritch
Tx., Mrs. Jean Killebrew
Keehn, Amarillo, Tx,. Mr. and
Mrs Dennis Pardue,
Albuquerque,, NM., Mr and
Mrs. Gilbert Killebrew and
Anita, Mayfield, Rufus Rule,
Kirksey, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
James Hazlewood, Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. David
gatlewood, Fulton, Mrs.
Minnie Crownover, Claude
Tx., Mrs. Irene Nabors,
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Wall, Martin, Tn., Mrs. Lana
Farabough, Fulton, Sylvester
Killebrew, McKenzie, Tn.. Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Watts, Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. J. V.Henry.
Sharon, Stephen, Diane,
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. James
Butts, Cathy, Jamie, Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam
Killebrew. Fulton, Mr and
Mrs. Mace Pinkston, Dresden,
Mrs. Lola Fisk, Murray, Mr
and Mrs. Agee Greenfield.
Murray, Mrs. Stella Jones,
Los Angeles, Mr and Mrs
Newman Croft. Fulton,
Robert Watts, Wingo, Miss
Linda Cradson, Wingo, Mrs
Rachel Davis, and David.
Wingo, Mrs. Kitty Berry,
Fulton, Mrs. Ruth Hutson
and Mickel Fulton. and Mrs
Helen Breeden, Fulton
of creating soybean foods that
are versatile, easily digesti-
ble, and, above all delicious."
As a result Japan is replete
with tofu shops and tofu
restaurants where this pro-
tein-rich food is prepared in
an almost endless variety 4
i:ways. Mr. Shurteff cossfeemes
"I had never imagined that
tlifu could be coaxed into such
a range of forms and textures,
nor that it could combine
harmoniously with so many
different foods and flavors."
With the recognition that
vegetable and animal proteins
are indistinguishable nutri-
tionally and that the soybean,
which provides all eight es-
sential amino acids, can pro-
vide 33 percent more protein
per acre, Asia's gift of tofu to
the West is being received
with deepening appreciation.
The Book of Tofu includes
the preparation and use of
miso ifermented soybean
paste) and shoyu Isoy sauce)
as well as tofu. The book is
available in bookstores, health
food stores or from The
Autumn Press, P.O. Box 460,
Soquel, California, 95013.
_ o 1975 ot a community service of
the Health Department, Genoral Con-
fstr•nc• of Sev•rith-day Adv•ntists.
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Ext. Agents
for Home Economics
jt is between the years from
birth to six or seven that the
father plays his most im-
portant role in the personality
development of his children. If
the child is a boy, even at an
early age, he begins to identify
with the father as a mate and
to imitate him. He strives to
be 'like the father. Further, it
is in the presence of the father
that the child begins to learn
how to accept and handle the
feelings of I -we and aggression
in an acceptable masculine
way. One of the most im-
portant and difficult ad-
justments the child will have
to make later on will be his
relations to other persons of
the same sex as he. He will
need to learn how other men
think and feel. The foundation
for this is laid in these years of
early relationships with the
father. - Sue Fraser, Bar-
dwell.
The nutrition label on food
packages gives suggested
serving size and the number of
servings per package. It also
gives the, percentage of
protein, vitamins and
minerals that you get from
one serving of the food.
Compare labels to select foods
that round out the vitamins,
minerals and other nutrients
you need daily. Nutrition
labels even help you count
calories and they uare a help
for people on restricted diets.
Read the • label to avoid
restricted foods. You may also
read labels on new food
products to see what nutrients
they supply. - Pat 'Curt-
singer, Benton.
Is today the day you're
going to buy a new pair of
jeans? If so, I've some ideas to
share with you which should
make you a smart shopper.
Let's start with fiber content.
Do you know that jeans are
available in 100 per cent cotton
or' blend of cotton and
polyester? All-cotton jeans
are the most comfortable,
softest and most absorbent.
They are soft to the touch as
they are worn and laundered.
Blended jeans will last longer
but they are relatively (stiff
after wearing and laundering.
As you look at jeans, check
the seams. A flat-fell seam or
two rows of stitching insure a
durable seam. Seams of this
type leave no open seam
allowances to ravel during
wear and laundering. Make
sure the seams are neatly
constructed and firmly stit-
ched. Also look for rein-
forcements at points of stresS.
Thread bartacks or rivets at
corners of pockets, telt loops
and bottom of zipper placket
reinforce these points - Dean
Roper, Mayfield.
As you work outdoors,
repairing the porch, painting
the house or cutting the grass,
remember that falls, burns or
cuts are common outdoor
accidents. Be alert for
situations that may be
dangerous. Do repair and
clean-up jobs as soon as they





Sarah Sams plays the flute for her sisters, Beckyland
-,Julie, before leaving for Lausanne, Switzerland, where
she will study to? a year on a Rotas y Foundation Scholar-
ship. Sarah, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Sams, will
study at the Conservatoire de Musique (Conservatory of
Musk) at Lausanne. Photo by Kay Outland







Rivers, Baby Girl Henson
(mother Linda), 209 SO. 
11thSt., Murray.
DISMLSSALS
Mrs. Grace Ann Mason, Rt.
4, Box. 3, Benton, -Mrs.
Beverly D. Cation and .aby
Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Marlene Waldrop and Baby
Girl, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Goldie Smith, Rt. 5, Box 1025,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia J.
Ramsey, Rt. 3, Box 375,
Murray, Guy A. Price, Rt. 2,
Kirksey, Edward Chadwick,
106 So. 12th St., Murray, Terry
Allen McGehee, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Violet Hopkins, Box 98,
Hardin, Mrs. Dorthea Veit-
man, Rt. 1, Box 283, Murray,
Mrs. June Smith, 1709 West
Olive, Murray, Ronnie
Chilton, Rt. 7, Benton, Billy J.
Grooms, Rt. 6, Murray,
Michael E. Cathey, 1501
Dtidley Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Clovis Goosby, 103 Chestnut
St., Murray, Mrs. Mary Ann
Henson and Baby .Girl, Rt. 7,
Benton, Aylod McClure, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Addle Grubbs, 710
IlireY rt., MillraY, Mrs. wnire
M. Taylor, 739 Nash, Murray,
Mrs. Maude B. Minims, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Josephine McLemore, 101
Hickory Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Helen Rayburn, 1607 Dodson
Apt. B, Murray, Mrs. Hayrus
Fair, 1607 Dodson Apt. B.
Murray, Miss Erin Mon-
tgomery, 1619 Miller, Murray,




's1 WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VIII A APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEAM
FOR THE PR/6E OF A ROOM
Duey your awn private villa at the Worlds
..„„ Most Famous Reach 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
o.
"Each' SvIvdilele icsohmH;Isetely equipped for





An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions. Pets welcome Fishing, Jai-
Alai, Auto Dog Racing.








price of a room
Villa Ns 4
(110 of 305 v51551
. fir Goo cola brochurs i.id afoinaa. wide
• ELLINOR VIU.ACE RESORT Dept. 716
ORMOND REACH, FIJI 22974
Name 
Seeress 
▪ City, Slate re 
mm mmmmmmmm •De..m./
ACTUAL USE REPORT
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING PROVIDES FEDERAL FUNDS DIRECTLY TO LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS YOUR GOVERNMENT MUST PUBLISH
THIS REPORT ADVISING YOU HOW THESE FUNDS HAVE BEEN USED on OBLIGATED DURING THE YEAR FRCISA) JULY 1, 1975, THRU JUNE SO, 1976
THIS IS TO INFORM YOU OF YOUR GOVERNMENTS PRIORITIES AND TO ENCOURAGE YOUR PARTICIPATIONADECISIONS ON HOW FUTURE FUNDS
SHOULD BE SPENT NOTE: ANKtOMPLAINTS OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE USE OF THESE FUNDS MAY SE SENT TO THE OFFICE OF REVENUE
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$19 c96  
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'DEVIL OPmEHT








NONDISCRIMINATION REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN METtslceiirrisicarios I certify that I em the Chief Executive Officer and,*1111 respect to the entlt t funds reported hereon. I certify that theyhave no, used of either the prIOrdy expenditure
P. , 0111 ctuiq P 
Section or etching funds prohibition (Section
Mi 8 16 76 l .1EN. ../ , 11. if Signature o xecutive
E. Scott 2 tlayor 
set DU*
during me period from July 1, 1975 thru June 30, 1976
V ACCOUNT NC
18 2 018 003
HURRAY CITY
MAYOR
CITY HALL aUILD ING
MURRAY KENTUCKY 420 7 1e .
V ID) TRUST FUND REPORT (refer to Instruction D)
1 Balance as of June 30. 1975 5
2. Rentinue Sharing Funds
Received from July 1. 1975 thru June 30, 1976
3 Interest Received
or Credited (July 1. 1975 thru June 30. 1976)
4 Funds Released from Obligations (IF ANY)
5. Sum of Noes 1, 2. 3, 4
6.Funde-Ralurned M ORS(W ANY)
T. foga Funela Avellebte-
Total Amount Expended
(Bum of hne 15 column 13 arid column C)









(F) THE NEWS MEDIA HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT A COMPLETE COPY OF THISREPORT HAS BEEN PUBLISHED IN A LOCAL NEWSPAPER OF GENERAL CIRCULATION !HAVE A COPY OF THIS REPORT AND RECORDS DOCUMENTtNG
CONTENTS THEY ARE OPEN FOR PUBLIC SCRUTINY AT  City Hall Building. Murray. Kentucky 421171 
hi
A
The Murray Ledger & Times
Published Ely 
Walter L. Apperson, publisher R. Gene McCutcheon, editorMURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc -
} 1141,4141, and opiiiiiinated amic, on !hi, µage arc presented for
tr. ow-pone of pro% Kling a boron, for the free exchange of differing
p,iaon, truer, tO the editor 111 ftoITOILst to editorial, and
ronioi idled dOla Ic,, Arr COLVIIII11001.1
1/4 editor, of this newspaper strongly behrva that to Itoot
pu noted artjeles to only those which parranel die editorial
pnike.ophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to ow reader,.
tr. rehire se urge readers who donut agree with AO editorial stand or
the presented by an individual writer an a column. to respond
*ith their feeling, on the parto ular issue brunt &seamed
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Business Mirror
Everyone, Including GOP,
Faced With Big Decisions
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
. NEW YORK (AP)—It isn't only the
-Republican_ party delegates at Kansas
City, Mo., who are faced with difficult
decisions these days, although you
might temporarily believe that to be so
this week.
Businessmen, job-seekers, investors,
home-buyers and many individuals
identified by various other labels in the
economic fight for survival are at
present faced with very ticklish
decisions.
The 1970's have been identified as a
decade of transition, in which the
Country moves from the certain if
Potholed pathways of the 1960's, when
ielf-confident Americans plunged
ahead rather than pondered.
Businessmen large and small haven't
yet regained their confidence after the
devastating recession, and the recent
weakness in retail sales hasn't helped
resolve their doubts. Capital spending
plans remain rather weak.
Students no longer have the same
confidence that their studies will pay
off materially or culturally. There are
PhD's doing clerk's work today
because the once burgeoning
educational system has begun to
shrink.
• Investors in the stock market are
filledwith doOts, and well they should
be, considering the nations energy
problems, the constant references to
the dawning of the no-growth age, the
persistent inflation,- the uncertain
politics.
Savers don't have it much easier.
More conservative than investors, and
often smaller too, savers seek cer-
tainty, but they don't get it—not with
inflation threatening to destroy their
bank accounts and insurace policies.
The insecurity of the times is
demonstrated also by the reluctance of
many people to change jobs, although a
rising percentage of the jobless rate is
made up of people doing just that. Not
enough to suggest confidence, however.
Young families are faced with
problems as difficult as any. Should
they rent for the time being and try to
save money for a down payment? Or
should they borrow from relatives and
make the plunge right now?
Retirees have it no easier. Savings
must be spent sparingly lest they run
out. And while a few years ago Social
Security beneficiaries were confident
their benefits would keep pace, they
can't be certain now in the spend
sparingly mood of the country.
Over-all, the big difference is that we
have once again learned that the
economic cycle can't be totally con-
trolled and put into our service, even by
the best minds of academe, business
We forgot the lesson during the early
1960s and we set out to prove the im-
possible. We proclaimed a new era of
security. Then it all got out of hand
again and now we are trying to set
things right.
At this point we have a long way
before we dare proclaim again that
now, finally and forever, we've got the
old economic problems liCked. We don't
believe it at the moment, and so we
make our many decisions hesitantly.
The Republicans this week aren't
alone with a pile of decisions, but theirs
for the moment will hold the spotlight,
because the decisiona they make, we
are told, *ore designed to make
everyone else's easier
Isn't It The Truth
The return of congressmen from
those mighty important overseas
junkets where they studied the better
hotels, sampled the native restaurants
and studied mass_transit from the soft
seats of chauffeured limousines, makes
us think of a flight of ducks — whirring
of wings, fast travel, shor• stops for
food and rest, and an awful lot of
quacking.
'Life' on the Red Planet
The question of life on Mars,
sustained by puzzling results in
soil experiments beamed to
earth from the Viking lander,
may not be resolved for weeks, if
at all.
• But. life, as we know it on
earth, is highly visible in the
functioning of the lander itself, a
'remarkably responsive
mechanism that digs, retrieves
and probes samples from the
Martian Surface at the whim of
human minds at Pasadena's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
The Viking mission may lack
the emotional tug of the manned
moon flights in the Apollo series,
but the wealth of information be-
ing plucked from the universe
may tell us far more of man's re-
lationship with his celestial
neighbors.
Tests performed have baffled
the JPL scientists. Observation
of incubation processes within
The Viking chambers has re- -
:Vealed contradictions. Changes
in the composition of soil sam-
ples could be the result-of biolog-
ical reaction — indicating that a
form of life could exist on Mars
— or the result of chemical influ-
ence.
And the fascinated teams of
scientists decline to rule out the
possibility of a biological ex-
planation.
Whether or not tiny organisms
exist in the remote Martian soil,
whether or not confirmation is
relayed by the sophisticated Vik-
ing communications systems,
whether or not the secrets of
Mars are revealed to our world,
the Red Planet has been touched
by outstretched hands from
earth.
It's a spectacular accomplish-
ment. Viking's footprints may
have little impact on Mars, but
they have rocked die watching
earth where they were fash-
ioned.
. The drama continued to unfold
• as Viking 2 moved into a Martian
orbit, seeking a landing place for
the lander's mate.





Big Thompson River Canyon
On Some Happier Occasions
By M. C. Garrott
When the wall of water roared down
Big Thompson Canyon in Colorado
early one night a few weeks ago killing
more than 100 people and causing
something like $.50 million in damages,
it brought back some of my memories
of that beautiful canyon.
When our two older children were
youngsters, we once vacationed in
Colorado with another family. We spent
an entire day in Estes Park and
devouring the majestic beauty of Big
Thompson Canyon. On the drive down
to Loveland from Estes Park, we
`stopped several times so the kids could
wade in the clear, cold waters of Big
Thompson River which flows through
the canyon and which caused all the
recent havoc. It was a sparkling little
mountain stream loaded with trout and
only about 18 inches deep. -
Then on another occasion I was in
Colorado with a company photographer
to get movie film on some of the big
cattle feedlots at Greeley, Fort Collins
and that area. We needed it for
television commercials. We had been
there several days and had just about
become accumstomed to the feedlot
odors when suddenly it was the end of
the week and time to head for St. Louia
andhome.
We were finished, packed and ready
10 Years Ago
The new building at Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church is expected to
be ready for the first service on August
21. Rev. Coy Garrett is church pastor.
The dedication of Barkley Lock and
Dam will be held August 20 with Vice-
President Hubert Humphrey as prin-
cipal speaker.
H. L. Nance, age 83, died today at
Paris, Tenn.
Patricia Ann Spann, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cross Spann, and George
Coleman Oakley, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh L. Oakley, were married August 7
at Memorial Baptist Church.
Miss Tammie Laura Parker was
honored at a party on her sixth birthday
on August 11 by, her mother, Mrs. Gene
Parker.
20 Years Ago
The Murray American Legion
baseball team was dropped fro the
Region Four Tournament on the night
of August 15 when they lost to Rich-
mond, Va., 6 to 5 at Wilmington, N. C.
The first class in the Nurses Aide
Training Course at the Murray Hospital
will start August 21 with Mrs. Lucille
Ross as instructor.
Rev. Paul Dailey, pastor, will be the
evangelist at the revival meeting at the
Dexter Baptist Church August 20-26.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts announce
the marriage of their daughter, Anna
Jean, to Gerry Edward Requarth, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Erank Requarth of
Advance, Mo. The vows were read on
August 11.
Johnson's Grocery is featuring a




leavy mid-morning on a Friday,!
recall, although our plane was not
schedaled to leave Denver, some miles
to the south, until late that afternoon.
Big Thompson Canyon was nearby
and, remembering its beauty, I
suggested that we make the 25-mile
drive up to Estes Park and back
through the canyon before heading for
the airport. We were in a rented Hertz
station wagon.
The photographei with me was a
fellow by the name of Bob Kurt. He is
recognized today as one of the top
photographers in the country, certainly
in agriculture. He always is keenly
alert for things to photograph, and we
had driven only a mile or two into the
canyon before he exclaimed:
-Wow! I've got to shoot this! This is
beautiful!"
To make a long story shorter, we shot
16 mm color movie film, olPthe enttre
length of the canyon, but not until after
wme ingenious rigging of Bob and his
camera on that station wagon.
++++++
At first, he wanted to set his tripod
and camera up on top of the station
wagon in the baggage rack and stand
up there filming the canyon as I drove
slowly along. Apparently, he had seen
them do this in the movies. But it didn't
work for us. He almost fell off the first
time we went around a banked curve.
Then we let the tailgate down and set
the tripod on it with the camera aimed
over the, top of the station wagon. The
problem here was that Bob didn't have
any place to stand. 'There wasn't room
on the tailgate for both him and the
camera.
Up the road a ways was a telephone
or power line crew at work. "If they'll
loan us some rope, I'll tie myself back
there and we'll be set!" he said.
Moments later we were pleading our
case to the linemen.
We won't loan you any rope," the
foreman said. "We'll just give you
some." Turning to one of his men, he
said, "Cut off about 30 feet of that rope
for them." It was brand new hemp rope
about half-an-inch in diameter, and,
like Bob said, we were set.
++++++
They even helped us tie Bob on the
back of the station wagon. He stood on
the tailgate and leaned back into the
rope -harness," which was fastened
from the baggage rack on top to around
his waist, much the same as a mountain
climber would be rigged while scaling a
cliff. With his hands free, he gleefully
operated his camera as we drove slowly
along that majestic drive on a beautiful
summer day.
Although in the beginning he had
visions, I think, of putting together
some sort of travelogue-type film using
that footage of Big Thompson Canyon,
but as far as the project ever got was to
show it one night at a patio cookout for
our families as we laughingly told the
circumstances involved in filming it.
++++++
Now, that beautiful canyon drive is
gone. The highway, they say, has been
washed away for miles. It, will be years
before flatlanders such as we can again
enjoy the beauty of those towering cliffs
and wade in the clear, cold water of Big
Tho n River.
Those things have a way of hap-
pening, though. Always have. Always
will. But Big Thompson Canyon had
long been a special place for Colorado
folks as well as throngs of tourists. It's
a sad thing indeed that his piece of








IA Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Wants Congressmen
Audited Every Year
REP. JACK F. KEMP (N.Y.)
"...Today I am introducing legislation
which would require an automatic
Internal Revenue Service audit of the
tax returns of every Member of
Congress every year.
"In my judgement, this simple
requirement would be a very
significant step in helping allay the
public mistrust and cynicism which has
been increasingly focused upon
Members of Congress.
"My legislation would not violate
privacy by requiring public disclosure
Today. In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 17, the 230th
day of 1976. There are 136 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1943, in World War II,
Athed forces gained complete control of
the Italian island of Sicily.
On this date:
In 1648, Oliver Cromwell defeated
Royalists under the Duke of Hamilton
at the Battle of Preston in England.
In 1786, the hero of the Alamo, Davey
Crockett, was born in Tennessee. -
In 1863, Federal batteries and ships
bombarded Fort Sumter in Charleston
harbor during the Civil War.
In 1879, the French Panama Canal
Company was formed under Ferdinand
de Lesseps.
In 1967, it was announced that the toll
of Americans killed in the Vietnam War
had climbed to more than 15,000.
In 1969, Hurricane Camille slammed
into the U.S. Gulf Coast. Some 300
people were killed as the storm bat-
tered Mississippi, Louisiana,
Tennessee, West Virginia and Viretnia.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson .applauded the Alliance for
Progress in Latin America and
proposed economic integration of the 19
countries in the program.
Five years ago: Pro-British
Ulstermen in Northern Ireland
organized a new right-wing alliance to
oppose the government.
One year ago: The U.S. Coast Guard
seiged a Russian trawler off New
Jersey on grounds the vessel was
taking lobsters from the Continental
Shelf in violation of U.S. law.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Mae
West is 83. Franklin Roosevelt Jr. is 62.
Thought for today: Art may make a
suit of clothes, but nature must produce
a man. — David Hume, Scottish
philosopher, 1711-1776.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the New York Con-
vention followed George Washington's
advice to provide the evacuation of
women and children from the city as




of any Member's tax return. It would,
however, require that the Internal
Revenue Service review the tax return
under its standard audit procedure, and
if the IRS review uncovered
discrepancies, the Member of Congress
would be required — like any other
taxpayer — to make the appropriate
adjustments.
"It is well known that no more than 9
per cent of the American people have a
great deal—of confidence in the
Congress. The percentages have not
always been this way — and the per-
centages do not have to remain this
way.
"There are currently pending before
this Congress many proposals which
would increase the accountability of the
individual and collective Members of
Congress for the use ef funds necessary
for carrying out congressional
responsibilities — funds for office
expenses, travel expenses, and the like.
I am sponsor or cosponsor of many of
these proposals, and I believe if enacted
these proposals will help to raise public
confidence in the way Congress keeps
ho'uZy...bill to require an automatic IRS
audit of Members' tax returns calls
upon the independent assessmen-
t—beyond the reach of Congress—of an
agency not associated with the
legislative branch. I believe that most
Americans would be reassured to know
that the tax returns of their elected
representatives in the Congress are
subject to yearly review...
"I am pleased to join with my
--colleague Bill Armstrong (Colo. in
recommending that the General
Accounting Office—an nonpartisan
-professional organization— review
procedures of the House of
Representatives related to funding for
such purposes as Members' staff
allowances, travel and various





An audit of every Congressmen's tax
returns every year would reduce,
somewhat, the need for investigative
reporting by the news media. IRS
would "have the ball."
Bible
Thought
0 give thanks unto the Lord; for
he is good; for his mercy endureth
forever. I Chronicles 16:34.
When one considers the mercies
of God, he must be thankful. And a
thankful heart is a clteerful heart.
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Changes In The Use Of Tobacco
The use of tobacco continues
to be high in spite of warnings
about dangers to health.
The principal source of
habituation in the use of tobacco
is *he nicotire. Health eels/cation
efforts have brought about a
shift in composition of tobacco
users. More teen-agers are
smoking cigarettes, and the
number of female smokers has
gradually grown; the percentage
of wornen smokers is down
slightly, with a less meager
decline in male smokers Many
men have shifted to cigars and
pipes to try to reduce the hazard
of lung cancer-
Another major shift that has
taken place in tobacco use is to
obtain the nicotine through
chewing the tobacco or using it
as snuff. The ingredients are ab-
sorbed through the mucous
membranes of the mouth and
nose.
The direct use of tobacco
(without burning it) brings the
satisfying results of the use of
tobaceo. cuts cost, improves
safety (health and fire) over
cigarettes, cigars and pipes,
By F.J.L. Blasingame M.D.
minimaes offense to other per-
sons (if the user becomes skilled
in chewing tobacco or "dipping"
snuff), and allows the free use of
hands of the user.
This last factor may especially
5ccount for greater use cf chew-
ing tobacco and muff atnong
skilled persons who use thier
hands, such as workers,
carpenters; lumbetjacks,
miners, farmers and mechanics.
In addition, professional athletes.
college teachers and other pro-
fessionals. and scientists are non-
smoking users of tobacco.
The use of tobacco apparently
was practiced by the American
Indians It was carried back to
Western F'Airope by early ex-
itorers of America and was used
widely in all forms, including the
sniffing of snuff.
Snuff is sold in two forms to-
day. One is dry and powdery. I
can be miffed into the nose or
dipped with a moist stick from
the can The other form consists
of meta.. &web, cut pikes of
tobacco which can he pinched
up with the fingers and placed
on the floor of the mouth under
the tongue or between the gum
and lower lip or cheek The
nicotine is absorbed directly
ttrough the mucous membrane.
Some of the remainder of the
tobacco juice is swallowed or
skillfully discarded by occa-
sioruilly spitting or placing the
residue in a tissue or
handkerchief.
The sale of muff is increasing
The Department of Agriculture
reported in 1975 that Arntricans
bought 25 million pounds and
that they will buy more during
1971
The mucous membranes
directly exposed to tobacco
products are chronically irri-
tated. Any ulcerated, areas
which appear should be
promptly seen by a physician to
rule out cancer.
The medical profession, volun-
tary health agencies and
government are saying little just
now about dangers from tee of
nonsmoking tobacco because the
amount used is relatively much
less with minor hazards com-
pared to those of smoking (obit('
CO
Q. Mrs. F.E. wants to know
why heat readings are not more
widely used in testing for cancer.
A Cancer cells give off more
heat than normal cells and the
hotter spots can be detected by
instruments and readings taken
(thermographs( These are not as
sensitive in locating cancers as
are X-rays. No doubt. further im-
provements will lead to more
sensitive tests The thermograph
does no harm to the brea:s1 tiksue
and can be done as often as
needed.
Q Mrs T.D. indicates that she
is fed up with her daughter-in-
law's indulgence in "baby talk"
to her grandson who is alnico 3 I
years old. She a.sks for comment
A. Take it easy. "Baby tau( isif
harmless, provided the child
hears words correctly and
clearly pronounced by his
omother 
aridat (*het imes The Markel-1n- Al-thers around him
dulgence will pm, shortky its the
child matures
a
















Willard Neel Carroll has
accepted the chairmanship of
the Sustaining Membership
Fund Drive that Bear Creek
Girl Scout Council will be
conducting August 26 through
September 9th.
Carroll, a resident of
McCracken County,
graduated from Murray State
University in 1970 with a B. S.
in Business Administration
and Accounting.
Carroll is employed as a
Public Relations and Com-
munity Relations Business
Consultant. Prior to the
establishment of his own firm,
Carroll worked with the
Democrats United 1975
Committee for the Governor
Julian Carroll campaign. He
was involved in the fund
raising process for the
governor.
Carroll has held positions as




Paducah, Ky. and Comp-
troller for Rosenfield's, Inc. in
charge of all accounting




Carroll resides with his wife
Linda and their two
daughters, Melissa and




Donald G. Hughes, M.D. of
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic
has satisfactorily completed a
course in Aviation Medicine in
Boston, Massachusetts. This
was sponsored by the United
States Federal Aviation
Administration. The seminar
is required periodically for
Aviation Medical Examiners.
This is accredited for
twenty-four hours of con-
tinuing education credit by the
American Academy of Family )-
Practice. Dr. Hughes
originally received his
training in the United States
Air Force as a flight surgeon.
Prior to the seminar, Dr.
and Mrs. Hughes visited in




OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
An antibusing march past the
home of U.S. District Court
Judge James F. Gordon here
over the weekend drew few
spectators and between 250
and 400 protesters, according
to police.
There were no arrests, but
police stopped one protester
from placing a package of
antibusing literature in
Gordon's mailbox in front of
his farm at Utica.
A 62-car motorcade passed
Gordon's home Saturday,
honking horns and waving
signs—some of them saying
"Hang the Judge" and
"Gordon Wanted for
Treason."
The protesters later mar-




On Way To New Orleans
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The steamboat Mississippi
Queen is on its way to New
Orleans again after having
been forced to cut short its
maiden Ohio River voyage.
The boat left the Louisville
wharf Sunday Morning after
arriving Saterday. Low water
and heavy barge traffic
delayed the boat's arrival in
Louisville and pirsengers had
to be dropped off at
Hawesville Friday and taken
to Louisville by bus.
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the arrepapar. Gib inert
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The easy way to keep your tioors
shyly and clean with Clamp mopping.
32-fluid ounces





The acrylic floor finish that self-
polishes as you wax Gives your
floor a clear hard shine 27 -fluid oz.
At-Roses We
do a little more
to satisfy you!
4
Central Shopping Center - —
Prices Good Wed.-Sat.
Two loose, free fashion
styles for the little
girls that like to
keep moving . . .
REG 500
5.96 EACH
Little girls just can't seem to be
still. They love to run, jump, turn
and climb just like little boys. With
all that energy, they need loose clothes
for freedom of action. Here are two tops
with plenty of style that gives your little
girl plenty of freedoril, too. Big tops with
elasticized back and front in natural
with blue or yellow print. Poncho
tops with tie backs in rust and brown
or red and navy. Mothers will
tove the easy-care materials. Both
















Waxes and oils with a fresh.
pleasant lemon scent Removes







For spar*Ing windows eyerytime
Roses window cleaner with am
monia 12 fluid ounces
SUPER QUALIPLAT -1JPER PRICES
Perfect for blouses and dresses . . Lightweight plastic handle. .
QIANA NYLON PRINTS SPONGE MOPS
Create your own wardrobe with
Oiana nylon prints in marvelous
fashion colors. 60/62" wide
ROSES
LOW





Fashion right for sewing tops and pants. . . Something everyone needs . .
Heirloom Prints & Patches HOUSE BROOMS
Fresh, bright prints and patches
that spell fashion in any setting.
AU on 100% cottat machine












Jvw hay. • PEPSI
404 Iolus hoes* •
tiffany rtylo gloss
311 : 0.1 hay
Prices Aug. 2S-28 Only
Lightweight house broom with a
sturdy wooden handle and
straw bristles Sweeps clean
and easy.







Big 20-gallon galvanized gar-
bage can with tight-fitting mat-





She'll love that well worn look
and feel of brushed denim .
The fashion fad is jeans. And why not?
They're long wearing and easy to care
for. These brushed denims have plenty
of style with flare legs, special seam
treatment on legs, belt loops, and zip- REG. 10.99snap front closure. Sizes 7 to 14. Blue
only.
000
Sporting knit shirts for the
man on the move. . .
Men's long sleeve knit shirts with crew
necks. The back and front are of tie
dyed jersey, but both sides and
shoulders are paneled The side panels
are quilted and shoulders are solid.





Men's casual knit shirts with
plenty of handsome style . . .
Men's long sleeve knit shirts desigried
with the basic crew neck. Each shoulder
has bold braid trim and the rest is tie
dyed. Many handsome colors to choose
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FAMILIAR SCENE—This is a scene you'll probably see Friday in the WKC Jamboree: Murray
High senior quarterback Roger Grogan handing the ball of to Tony Bayless (24). The Tigers will
be playing Marshall County for two, eight-minute quarters.
(Staff Pieta by Berry Drew)
Stockton's Predttion
Comes True With Win
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) —
Dave Stockton predicted three
days before the end of the
national championship
that he would win. Few -
believed him.
., "I'm a positive thinker,"
!aid Stockton, a student of
psycho-hibernetics, the
science of mind over matter.




_admitted he was shocked to
learn that he led by only one
stroke in Monday's final round
of the rain-delayed PGA
tournament as he strolled
-town the 18th fairway. His
worst fear — a sudden death
playoff.
"I really chopped it up on
zAhe 13th and 14th holes and I
didn't want to go back out
gbere for a playoff," he said,




wouldn't have been the
favorite."
The 34-year-old Stockton,
using a three-wood because he
had been wild with his driver,
put his ball slightly to the right
near the rough on No. 18, a 465-
yard par four. He was short of
the green by about five feet
with a two iron, the ball on a
slight downslope. He chipped
to about 15 feet of the pin.
Then, with the $45,000 first
prize, on the line, Stockton did
what he does most often — he
sank the 15-foot putt to give
him the title by a single stroke
at 281, one over par on the
Congressional Country Club
course, playground of
presidents in the Washington,
D. C., suburb.
Stockton's one-putt on the
72nd hole was a repeat of his
performance during the last 36
holes of the tournament that
was twice-delayed because of
rain, causing the cham-
pionship round to be held on
Monday.
In the last two rounds,
Stockton needed only 51 putts
— 25 on Saturday and 26 on
Monday — which he said was
about normal for him.
He needed the hot putter,
however, because his driver
went away.
Stockton, w-6-o/had rounds of
70, 72,69 and 70, gained an
advantage when three earlier
leaders — Charles Coody,
Jack Nicklaus and Don
January — suffered double
bogeys on the final round.
MIZZ





'Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
Is typically South-of-the-Border
-a will be ole all the way leisurely or spirited to suit
•jour mood ... crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive
:tor pros... kiddy pool and play area ... game room.
:11huffleboard... oceanfront dining room ... cocktail lounge...
.!us many nearby attractions.
ONLY 7.0 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD
'the subtle geisoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
.decor . . luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies,
private balconies, color TV. Expertly managed by vacation- /
veterans to give our guests the best of care.
.Maior Credit Cards accepted.
is.c.A.plax.co INN












CITY STATE, ZIP 
DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA
•
Masters champion Ray
Floyd and the veteran
January tied for second —
they were watching by the
18th green hoping to gain a
playoff spot — at 2212. January




Graham, John Schlee and
rookie Jerry Pate, the U. S.
and Canadian Open champion,
were another stroke back at
283.
Tom Weiskopf, Ben Cren-
shaw, Jerry McGee, second-
round leader Dr. Gil Morgan
and Charles Coody, who led at
the beginning of the final day,
were at 284.
All had a chance to win the
PGA, the last of the year's
four major international tests
of golfing greatness. All
failed.
At the news conference, he
kidded one newsman by,
saying: "I gave you an ex-
clusive three days ago wheni
told you I was going to win it.
You blew it because you didn't
use it."
Nicklaus' failure to mount
a late charge depriveddilin of
a major championship for the
year and brought from him
the admission that 1976 — no
matter what may happen in
the ensuing four months —
was "a disappointment."
Eight Teams To Be Here Friday Night
Tigers Gearing Up For
-WKC Foot aII Jamboree
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's not often when losing
football players and coaches
can wake up the next morning
and not be too worried or upset
about it.
Saturday could well be one
of those mornings.
Friday night in Roy Stewart
Stadium, the Western Ken-
tucky Conference Class AA
Football Jamboree will be
held. All seven District AA
schools will be on hand plus
Class AAA Marshall Nulty.
There will be four games
with each one lasting for two,
eight-minute quarters. There
will be no breaks in between
quarters and as soon as a
quarter is completed, two
more teams will come out and
play for a quarter
The first contest will pit
Reidland against Todd Cen-
tral, then Webster County will
meet Caldwell County, game
three will find Mayfield
against Trigg County and in
the final contest, Murray High
will play Marshall County.
Like all the other coaches
whose teams aA in the
jamboree, Murray High
Coach John Hine is most
happy with the opportunity for
some pre-season action.
"One of the things a coach
looks forward to is to give the
kids a break from regular
practice and to play before a
crowd in a game-type
situation.
"It also gives the coaches an
opportunity to see their team
against someone else, rather'
than themselves. .No school
wants to lose in a jamboree
but it certainly doesn't count
in the won-loss column.
-"It also gives the coaches a
chance to get a preview of
each other's personnel, not so
much defensive and offensive
formations.
"I wouldn't be surprised if
there were some upsets,"
Hina added.
"With two, eight-minute
quarters, you really don't
know for sure what you will do
in terms of the number of
people you will play."
One great thing about the
jamboree Ls the amount of
talent that will be on one field.
There are a number of
college coaches and scouts
who have made plans to at-
tend the jamboree in an effort
to seek area talent.
The Tigers should be well-
Fibak In Awe After His
Loss To Jimmy Connors
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — "I
think Jimmy Connors is the
player who can produce the
best tennis game in the world.
He can lose, but if he's playing
at his best, he is the best
player in the world." - Wojtek
Fibak.
"I'll agree to that." - Jimmy
Connors.
Fibak, the No. 1 player in
Poland, was openly in awe of
Connors' performance
Monday night in the cham-
pionship match of the U.S.
Clay Court tennis tournament.
Connors, playing nearly
flawless tennis and displaying
uncommon seriousness that
showed his intent to win, never
trailed, coasting to an easy 6-
2, 6-4 victory and a first prize
of $25,000.
"I tried mr best, but he was
too good, too good," Fibak
said, shaking his head after
the nationally televised tennis
lesson that cost him $12,500 -
the difference between first
and second prize.
• "I did have some strategy,
to slow down the game," the
11th-seeded Fibak said. "But
any time I did that, he hit so
hard I was out of position."
Connors and Fibak are both
23 years old. Connors has been
at the top of the tennis world;
Fibak would like to get there.
For the second time in two
weeks, Fibak reached the
championship round of a
major tournament, but he
came up against Connors at
his best and left the court still
looking for his first winner's
trophy.
"I had a lot of tough mat-
ches all week," said Fibak,
4
balanced this season. It's no
secret Murray High is ex-
pected to have a good
defensive club and with some
key starters returning on
offense, the Tigers could he
quite an explosive team.
Murray will have four
lettermen returning to play
the two offensive end
positions. The four leading
candidates include Eddie
Rollins, Frank Gilliam, Kerry
Thompson and Barry Wells.
Three of the five leading
candidates for offensive
tackles are lettermen. Those
three are Tim Garland, David
Cathey and David Kennedy
air
while the other two are Jerry
Jones and Lee Miller.
Murray appears to be strong
at the guard spots as three of
five at those positions are
lettermen. The lettermen
include Andy Ryan, Donnie
Winchester and Tim Lane.
They will be joined by Bryan
Warner and Mark Vinson.
Danny Richerson, Ronny
Rickman and Robert Wbitmer
are the leading candidates for
the "enter spot while at
quarterback, Roger Grogan
will return to his Starting post
and be backed up by Jeff
Oakley.
ONE OF THE BEST?—ft will be lot op to him and some up to
the offensive line on whether or not Lindsey Hudspetti (22) of
the Tigers is one of the top runners in the area this year. Hud-
speth finished strong last year in the season finale against
Todd County as he had nearly 300 yards on the ground.
Richie Richardson and
Randy Orr are the two leading
players for the wideout
position. In the backfield,
Darrell Fosterlvin Parham
and Ken Perkinsare battling
for the fullback position while
Lindsey Hudspeth, Tony
Bayless and Grettis Bumphis
are all vying for the tailback
spot and will be sharing
playing time. ,
Looking at the' defensei
you'll find a fine front line.
David Kennedy, Frank
Gilliam, Baru Wells, Eddie
Rollins and Alvin Parham are
all in the running for defensive
end positions while the leading
candidates at the two tackle
posts include Lee Miller, Tim
Garland, Tim Lane, David
Cathey and a promising
sophomore, David Stephen-
son.
Two starters are back at the
inside linebacker positions.
They are Andy Ryan and
Donnie Winchester and they
will share playing time with




Thompson are leading the
battle for the two outside
linebacker spots.
Murray will have speed and
size at the two cornerback
posts. Top candidates there
include Lindsey Hudspeth,
Tony Bayle,ss, Darrell Foster
and small but speedy 'Thorias
Kendall.
Jeff Oakley and Grettis
Bumphis will share time at the
safety position.
The WKC Jamboree will
begin at 7 p.m.
Admission will be two
dollars for adults and one
dollar for students.



















































who beat three seeded players
in earlier rounds, including
No. 2 Guillermo Vilas on
Sunday. "But in those mat-
ches I could do what I wanted,
to do. Tonight, I had to do what
he wanted to do."
Connors, told that Fibak
considered him capable of
being the best player in the
world, agreed quickly. But he
added, "If Me Nastase's
playing at his best, then he's
the best player in the world."
Connors was then asked
what would happen if both he
and Nastase were at their best
and met each other.
"Well," Connors hesitated
for a moment, am confident
I can beat anyone, so I would
have to say I'd win."
Fibak would not argue that
point.
The men's doubles chain-
pionship was won by top-
seeded Paul Ramirez of
Mexico and Brian Gottfried,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., who
beat Freddie McNair, Chevy
Chase, Md., and Sherwood
Stewart, Goose Creek, Tex., 6-
2,6-2.
The winners received $3,500
each, while the losers took
home $1,750 apiece.
In Sunday's women's finals,
Kathy May of Beverly Hills,
Calif., received $6,000 for
belating South African Brigitte
Cuypers, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
South Africans ',inky
Boshoff and Illana Kloss beat
Laura DuPont, Charlotte,
N.C., and Wendy Turnbull,
Australia, 6-2, 6-3, for the
women's doubles title. Prize
money in the week-long
tourney at the Indianapolis
Racquet Club totaled $157,400.
"I knew it was picked the
best car in the world for
under 83,500. What I didn't
R, Ce realize was what happens




t Based on June 1975 Roaci & Track magazines
consideration of hundreds of 1975 cars
People who sit in a Volkswagen Rabbit for the
first time are often surprised. And its no
wonder. 87% of the space in the car Ii ---
totally devoted to functional room.
Like as much headroom and legroom as
some mid-sized cars.
And more trunk space with the rear seat
folded down than a Cadillac Fleetwood.
Few cars in the world give you all
this room.
And no other car none that we know
of-- gives you all this room plus the
performance and overall economy
of a Rabbit.' According to EPA estimates
the Rabbit gets 39 mpg on the highway
and 25 mpg in the city. Of course the
mileage you get can vary, depending on
how and where you drive, optional
equipment and the condition of your car.)
To really appreciate it we suggest
you see your Volkswagen dealer and
test drive the best car in the world
for under $3500 *for yourself.
Because if the praise of a Rabbit owner
wont convince you, that first drive wilt.
e Rabbit.
ou got to driveit
believe it
• • 0, 10.1 0,0 &eke. 60 odd ,4001 .^VO4.09.^ of A/0s.°
-Carrollifolkswagen-Audi, Inc.








Ended By Brewers 4-3
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
For it's one, two, three
strikes you're out of the old
ballgame. . . as Billy Williams


































Kan City 71 45 .612
Oakland 64 54 .542 8
Minnesota 57 60 .487 144i
Texas 56 61 .479 15kt
California 50 68 .424 72
Chicago 49 67 .432 32
See* "s learev







Boston (Cleveland 64) and Kreuger
00) at Chicago Kravec 0-0i and I Odom
2-1), 2, 9-n
Texas (Bogs 0-2 at New York
(Mesander 7-8), n
California Tanana 14-8 at Detroit
(Plderiti 13-41, n
Oakland (Norris 4-31 at Milwaukee
(Augustine 5-8 ), n
Cleveland (Dobson 11-11,)  at_ Kansas
Qty (Bird 104), n
Baltimore (R. May 8-9 at Minnesota
(Bane 4-4), n
WelowsikW. Sr.
California at Detroit, n
oTrallastaarnif=elisf. n
=it &Ism aty, nat Minnesota, n




Phila 76 40 .652 —
Pitts 64 52 .552 11 is
New York 61 511 .513 16
Chicago 55 66 .455 23
St LAUiS 49 65 .430 25%
Montreal 41 71 .366 331/2
U.S.
Cinctinnati 76 43 .839
Loa Ang. 63 54 .538 12
San Diego 80 65.492 174
Houston 8564 .47819'5
Ansata 55 64 .462 21
Sin Fran 51 69 425 25't
Seeileri
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 3
Manisa° II, St Louts 7
Clams 5, Houston 3
Only games scheduled
TWO& 1 Gwen
Montreal (Fryman 10-8 at
Philadelphia Underwood 7-31, n
' Atlanta ( LeCorte 141 at Cincinnati
(Alcla n
San Diego Mimi MU or Pretsleben
140 st-lamas Manny 14), n
Chicago (Stone 3-4) at Houston
(Rithard 13-12), n .
Pittsburgh ()Won 9-7) at San Fran-
cisco (D'Acgoisto 3-7), n
New York !Matlack 12-6 , at Los
Angeles (Rhoden 1G-1),n
liolserhay, OM.
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
Montreal at Philadelphia, n
Atlanta at Cincinnati, n
San Diego at St. Louis, n
New York at Los Angeles, n
Only games scheduled
first time in his brilliant 17-
year career.
Williams, who had already
fanned twice and grounded
out, stepped to the plate in the
eighth inning with runners at
first and third and two out and
the Oakland A's clinging to a
3-2 lead over the Milwaukee
Brewers.
Danny Frisella pitched,
Billy Williams watched and
umpire Bill Kunkel said,
"Skrike one."
figure I know the strike
zone Pretty well and that first
pitch was high and inside,"
Williams insisted. "I com-
plained. I have a reputation -
for not complaining, so I guess
I'm not supposed to."
Frisella pitched again,
Williams watched again and
this time Kunkel said, "Strike
two."
"The second pitch was on
the ground," Williams said,
"but because I had com-
plained, it was called a strike.
I complained again and he
order me back into the box.
But I wasn't ready to get back
in because I figured anything
Frisella threw anywhere near
the plat( would be called
strike three. I wasn't ready to
be called out that way." „
But that's the way it was.
Kunkel told Firsella to pitch
even though Williams was out
of the box and strike three it
was, an automatic call in such
cases.
What hurt even more was
Von Joshua's two-run single in
the bottom of the ninth, lifting
the Brewers to a 4-3 victory
that snapped the A's nine-
game winning streak and
dropped them eight games
behind Kansas City in the
American League West.
Elswehere, Kansas City
beat Cleveland 6-1, the New
York Yankees downed Texas
5-1, Baltimore trimmed
Minnesota 8-4 and Boston
whipped the Chicago White
Sox 12-5. Detroit and
%California were not scheduled.
Royals I, Indians 1
Amos Otis and toil
Poquette hit two-run first-
inning homers off Jackie















R.F.D. No. 3 Gatlinburg, Tenn.37738
For Reservation
Call Collect (615) 436-9333
in the last seven games and
the latest was the 100th of his
career.
Yankees 5, Raegers1
Mickey Rivers and Fred
Stanley homered, Graig
Nettles drove in two runs with
a double and single and Chris
Chambliss slammed a run-
scoring double as the Yankees
unleashed a 13-hit attack in
support of Catfish Hunter's
seven-hit pitching.
Orioles 8, Twins 4
Ken Singleton's three-run
homer off Tom Burgrneier
capped Baltimore's five-run
iifathrthas the Orioles won their
in a row to remain 91/2
games behind the Yanks.
Mark Belanger doubled home
the first two runs while Ross
Grimsley won for the fifth
time in his last six decisions.
Red Sox 12, White Sox 5
Dwight Evans drove in
three runs and a shaky Luis
Tiant picked up his 13th vic-
tory as Boston snapped a
three-game losing streak.
Tient allowed nine hits and
four runs in five innings before
giving way to Bill Lee.
Browns Crush Vikings
- Behind Ground Attack
CLEVELAND ( AP ) —
Cleveland Browns' owner
Art Modell treated the home
crowd to a sensational
fireworks display at halftime
Monday night, but it didn't
compare to the explosion by
the Browns.
They stunned the partisan
throng of 44,336 in Cleveland
Stadium by charging to three
touchdowns in the second
quarter and completely over-
powering the vaunted Min-
nesota Vikings 31-7.
With Greg Pruitt leading the
way, the surprising Browns
amassed 235 yards rushing
and a total offense of 333
yards, while the reluvfnated




Tarkenton and running backs
Chuck Forman and Brent
McClanahan, Minnesota
gained 245 yards, only 76 on
the ground.
In Monday's other NFL
exhibition, the St. Louis
Cardinals defeated the San
Diego Chargers 20-10 in Tokyo
in the first professional
football game ever played
away from the North
American continent,
"I believe we're for real,"
Pruitt said in the happy
Cleveland dressing room. "We
have a good winning attitude.
The team is hungry and
anxious to redeem themselves
from last year."
Browns' Coach Forrest
Gregg also believes the im-
provement is real, but
cautioned, "They didn't start
all their regulars.. . they had
a lot of good football players
Men's Stag Night
Slated Thursday
The regular monthly men's
stag night for members of the
Murray Country Club will be
held Thursday at 6 p.m.
All male dub members are
urged to attend. No reser-
vations are necessary.
on the bench."
Bud - Grant, .. Minnesota's'
stonefaced coaCh, was un-
moved.
"We weren't able to do
much," he explained.
"Fumbles and penalties hurt
us. We didn't have the ball
enough in the second quarter
to keep them from
establishing the tempo."
Pruitt, who had 93 yards in
15 carries, capped a 70-yard
drive early in the second
period with a one-yard rim.
The Browns then took ad-
vantage of a pair of quick
fumbles by Vikings fullback
Willie Spencer to add a one-
yard score by Cleo Miller and
an eight-yard touchdown by
Larry Poole.
The Browns added 10 points
in the fourth perioc( on a 43-
yard field goal by Don
Cockroft and a 28-yard scoring
strike from rookie quar-
terback David Mays to wide
receiver Steve Holden,
completing a 90-yard drive.
Mike Phipps went the first
three quarters for the Browns
at quarterback, going seven
for 11 for 61 yards before
giving way to Mays, a refugee
from the World Football
League.
The Cardinals, who let th(
Chargers catch up aftet
taking a 10-0 lead, won the
game on a 52-yard pass from
Jim Hart to Ike Harris in the
third quarter as an estimated
38,000 fans looked on at
Korakuen Stadium.
St. Louis took their 10-point
lead on a 30-yard Jim Bakken
field goal in the first quarter
and a 15-yard Jim Donckers to
Pat Tilley in the second. San
Diego, spurred on by shouts of
"Chargers, Chargers, Banzai,
Banzai," got a 30-yard field
goal from Sergio Albert in the
second period and tied it in the
third session on a 27-yard pass
from Dan Fouts to Dwight
McDonald.
After the scoring bomb to
Harris, Bakken added a 10-
yard field goal in the fourth







































the undoing of Cincinnati. Just
when the Reds attempted an
uprising in the eighth inning,
the Braves relief pitcher put
out the fire. It was his fourth
save of the season and his
third in his last three ap-
pearances.
In the only other National
League games Monday night,
the San Diego Padres out-
scored the St. Louis Cardinals
11-7 and the Chicago Cubs
whipped the Houston Astros 5-
3.
S
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Brock Gets Five Hits
But Cards Still Lose
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer -
The Atlanta Braves have
been a beleagured tribe since
the All-Star break—seven
players on crutches and a
myriad assortment of
ailments and injuries.
"At one time it looked like
we were fighting the Civil War
again," says Manger Dave
Bristol.
With all these walking
wounded in Atlarta uniforms,
one might suspect that the
Cincinnati Reds were caught
off guard Monday night. The Morton, 3-9, allowed five
National League West leaders hits in 7 2-3 innings, over-
were ambushed 4-3 by the coming the 10-strikeout pit-
Braves. ching of Fred Notxuan, 11-3,
Adrian Devine proved to ba--votiose lifetime record at
Riverfront Stadium dropped
to 32-8.
After Morton gave up two
runs in the eighth that cut the
Atlanta lead to 4-3, he was
tagged for a two-out triple by
George Fos:er. Devine came
on at this point and forced
Tony Perez to ground out and
retired the Reds 1-2-3 in the
ninth. It was the Reds' third
straight defeat, matching
their longest losing streak of
the season.
Padres 11, Cardinals 7
Willie Davis smacked a two-
run double and Enzo Her-
nandez a bases-loaded triple
to highlight an eight-run ninth
inning that carried San Diego
over St. Louis. The outburst by
the Padres, at the expense of
four Cardinal pitchers,
nullified a five-hit perforniace
by St. Louis' Lou Brock.
Cubs 5, Astro. 3
Rob Sperring's two-run
single with two out in the ninth
inning broke a 3-3 tie, lifting
Chicago over Houston. Bruce
Sutter, 3-3, hurled the final two
innings for the Cubs to gain
the victory. Houston starter
Larry Dierker, 12-11, ab-
sorbed the loss.
Buckingham Wins Match
Play At Murray Club I:
David Buckingham, a
former member of the Murray
State University golf team and
currently a law student at the
University of Louisville, is the
new match play champion at
the Murray Country Club.
Buckingham became the
new champion Saturday as he
defeated 17-year-old Gary
Sullivan, a senior member of
the Murray High School team,
9 and 7 in their 36-hole final
match.
He had 'reached the final
bracket of the championship
flight of the annual tour-
nament by squeaking past
Dow Ryan by taking the first
hole of a sudden-death playoff,
Sullivan, one of the real up-
and-coming young golfers in
the area, had reached the
finals after a spine-tingling
match with Lee Stewart, a
sophomore member of the
Murray State golf team, last
Thursday, winning one up
after shooting a three-under-
par 69. Stewart was one stroke
back at 70.
Wally Young, the defending
champion and also a former
Murray State golfer, was
forced to withdraw from the
tournament in the second
round, forfeiting to Ryan.
En route to his first match
play championship at the club,
Buckingham also had
disposed of Ralph McCuiston
in the opening round and Tim
Miller in the second before
Model WM88282AP
Authentic Earty American designed
cabinet with Antique Pins finish
on genuine hardwood Solids.
matching top and side panels of
woodgrained composition board




- cabinet with walnut finish on
genuine hardwood solids “nd





MODEL COLOR TV —
"Energy Saver" moduler
chassis Black Matrix picture
tuba. Custom
Picture Control.
Hip ,npacr p4sPc cabinetorryr
Model X 8,31 50 BP(
GE SOLID STATE LIGHT-
WEIGHT MONOCHROME
TV —"Energy Saver" chassis,




meeting Ryan in the semt
finals.
In the first flight, Al Lindsei
and Ctrcuft Judge Jamcf4-
Lassiter are in the finals
ready to play for the trophy -
after the judge eliminated
Tommy Sanders during the
weekend. Lindsey is there
after beating Billy Thurman
in the semi-finals.
Bob Billington and Johnny
McCage face each other in the
finals of the second flight,
while play in the third flight Is
yet in the semi-final brackets.
' Virgil Harris defeated
former Mayor Holmes Ellis
over the weekend to advance
to a berth opposite Rat
Villenova, while Darrold
Keller and Rob Miller face
each other in the toper
bracket.
Only the five matches
remain to be played in the
three flights to complete play
in the tournament.
Player Of Week
SAN FRANCISCO AP) —
John Candelaria, the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates left-hander
who pitched a no-hltter
against the Los Angeles
Dodgers, was named today by
the National League as its
Player of the Week.
Candela ria 's performance
put him at 11-4 for the season
and was the first no-hit, no-run
game ever thrown by a Pirate
in Pittsburgh.
BE 100% SOUD STATE
MODULAR COLOR TV
in your choice of Contemporary,
Early American or Mediterranean Consoles
Solid State "Energy Saver'' Chassis consumes about .
40% less power than comparable "tube type" sets—
costs less to run! "Snap-in, snap-our' modular design '
permits in-home diagnosis and repair. Black Matrix
Spectra-Brite• IV Picture Tube for brilliant per-
formance. ONE TOUCH COLOR • SYSTEM —beautiful '
color at the touch of a single button. Custom Picture •
Control, Illuminated Channel Windows, Cable-Ready•
Antenna Connector, Tilt-Out
Control Bin for easy, stand-up
tuning— neat, uncluttered look
GE 12' diagonal SOLID
STATE MONOCHROME
TV— "Energy Saver"







STATE COLOR TV —
"Energy-Saver" modular
chassis. GE In-line Picture
Tube. AFC. Custom P.cture
Contre,
We carry a full line of Repair Parts and do same-day service on all GE TV's. If your old
television set needs a little work before the new fall programs start, Murray Appliance is
having a 'SPECIAL' on repair of all GE sets right now through August!
212 E. Main Street Telephone: 753-1586
Owners: Howard Coy and John Simmons
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National News Roundup
NEW YORK ( AP — The Interior Department won a last-
minute appeals court decision clearing the way for the first
sale of oil and natural gasieases in the Atlantic Ocean today.
cornpany...executives will gather in a hotel ballroom here
to present sega bidS-Tor-the-right to buy leases on 876750
acres lying 60 miles south of New York's Long Island and
within 45 to 90 miles of the coasts of Delaware, Maryland,
New Jersey and Virginia. The Atlantic acreage, known as the
Baltimore Canyon Trough, is believed to hold as much as 1.4
billion barrels of oil and up to 9.4 trillion cubic feet of gas,
worth together as much as $31 billion.
DETROIT (AP) — Detroit is rehiring 450 laid-off
policemen two weeks early and imposing a curfew on persons
,under 18 to prevent recurrence of what the police chief called
a "small-scale riot" on the downtown streets after a rock
concert. "We're going to take the city back — beginning
tonight," Deputy Mayor William Beckham Jr. declared Mon-
day in announcing the measures. He and Police Chief Philip
Tannian said police simply lacked the resources to cope with
the disturbance, which started when several hundred youths
attacked a crowd Sunday night at the city's Cobo Hall. It en-
ded in widespread robberies and assaults, including one
rape, on the downtown streets, Forty-seven persons were
arrested.
SEATTLE CAP) — A five-week nurses' strike at Seattle
area hospitals — the largest and one of the longest walkouts
by nurses in the nation's history -'does not appear to have
affected the well-being of Mast patients, hospital officials
say. Representatives of the 2,400 striking nurses have said
„.:,..tbey could make no firm assessment of the strike's impact on
Atient care because they are not in the hospitals. The strike
*at 16 of 21 public and private hospitals began July 12 over
wages, staffing and other issues in a new contract.
oreign News Roundup
MANILA, The Philippines _( AP) — At least 250 persons
'were reported killed and 212 injured in two major ear-
' ,Thquakes that struck the southern Philippines in a little over
12 hours today, the National Disaster Coordinating Center
-- announced. A major earth tremor also hit central China Moo-
day night, but sketchy reports from the area did not mention
--tlamage or casualties. The first quake in the southern Philip-
pines occurred at 12:13 a.m., when most people were asleep.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (A11) Leftist leader Kemal Jumblatt
today vowed a fight to the death against Christian and Syrian
forces trying to drive his Lebanese Moslems and their
Palestinian allies from the mOUntains east of Beirut. "We.
will not withdraw as much as one iota," Jumblatt declared.
"We will defend our positions in the mountain area because it
is for us a battle for survival."
POINTE-A-PITRE, Guadeloupe ( AP) — The 15 French
scientists monitoring the Soufriere volcano weiL ,:vacuated
from the danger zone Monday night after an explosion inside
the mountain caused an earth tremor felt 20 miles away. Dr.
Robert Brousse of the University of Paris, the leader of the
team of volcanologists, planned a helicopter flight today to
try to penetrate the heavy cloud mass covering the 4,813-foot
peak of La Soufriere. The volcano on Besse Terre island has
been emitting ashes, steam and fumes for more than a mon-
th.
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka ( AP — Acknowledging that their
political battle against colonialism is almost over, the nona-
ligned nations at their current summit conference in Colom-
bo are campaigning for a new international economic order.
The developing countries say what they get for the basic
commodities and raw materials they sell never keeps up with
.. rising prices they must pay for manufactured goods from in-
dustrialized countries. They would like to match the success
of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
Here are a few
good reasons
to call us when





3. George Harris Auto Parts
Salem, Kentucky
4. Collins & Marshall IGA Store
Calvert City, Kentucky




7. Conalco Inc. - Ashby Division
Benton, Kentucky
8. Angels of Mercy Ambulance Service
Paducah, Kentucky
9. Bethel Baptist Church Recreation Bldg.
Gilbertsville, Ky.
10. Air Products/ Chemicals Inc.
Calvert Cityrkentucky
We figure the best way to show you what we can do is
to show you what we've done. So above are some of the
jobs we've compkted using Butler building systems. We
handled everything, from planning to final construction.
If you find any of these reasons convincing—or if you'd
like to see more—please give us a call.
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2, Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029 Phone: 395-4190
State's New Court Of Appeals
Judges Will Be Sworn In Today
FRANKFORT Kr. -4 AP
tucky's 14 new Court of Appeals judges
were to be sworn in today at formal
ceremonies in the Supreme Court
chambers.
Gov. Julian Carroll announced the
appointments Monday. A total of 91
attorneys had applied for the new
judicial posts, created by a con-
stitutional amendment which voters
approved last November.
Carroll made his selection from a list
of 42 names submitted by the Judicial
Nominating Commission. Three names
were submitted for each of two
divisions in the state's seven Supreme
Court districts, and the governor ap-
pointed one man to represent each
division.
All will stand for re-election to their
appointive posts in the November
election. The eight-year term of office
will end Jan. 1, 1984.
The judges will be paid $37,000 an-
nually. Their chief judge, who is elected
by his peers on the bench, will be paid
$37,500.
Eleven of Carroll's choices are
Democrati.,- three are Republicans:— -
They are:
First District, First Division: Roy N.
Vance, 54, Paducah, a commissioner on
the state Supreme Court, formerly a
commissioner for the old Court of
Appeals and a former McCracken
County attorney and commonwealth's
attorney. Second Division, Warren B.
Miller, 58, of Dixon, Webster County
attorney.
Second District, First Division,
William M. Gant, 56, the Owensboro-
Daviess County commonwealth's at-
torney. Second Division, Charles H.
Reynolds, 51, of Bowling Green, at-
torney.
Third District, First Division, John
D. White, 60, of Manchester, Clay
County attorney. Second Division,
Robert L. McDowell, 54, of Edmonton,
former Metialfe County attorney and a
member of the state Personnel Board.
Fourth Districi, First Division,
Joseph Eckert, 44, of Louisville, a
former asst. atty. general and now
assistant director of law for Louisville.
Second Division, Boyce F. Martin Jr.....
40, of Louisville Jefferson Circuit
judge.
Fifth District, First Division, James
Park Jr., 43, of Lexington, Fayette
Circuit Judge. Second Division, An-
thony M. Wilhoit, 40, of Versailles,
deputy secretary in the state Justice
Department and former Kentucky
public defender.
Sixth District, First Division, Charles
Bruce. Lester, 45, Newport, attorney.
Second Division, Robert F. Greene, 45,
of Burlington, a former trial com-
missioner.
Seventh District, First Division,
Elijah M. Hogge, 58, of Morehead,
former secretary of the state Depart-
ment for Public Protection and
Regulation and a former Rowan County
attorney and commonwealth's at-
torney. Second Division, Harris S.
Howard, 47, of Prestonsburg, an at-
torney.
The governor said earlier he would
support his choices in the fall election,
regardless of their party affiliation.
Tourists Cancel Plans To Visit Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Thousands of tourists have
canceled plans ' to visit
Philadelphia since a puzzling
and deadly malady striiek
after an American Legion
convention. Over the last two
weeks, daily attendance at the
Liberty Bell has dropped 25
per cent.
"People call us and ask us if
we Imow anything new," said
a motel clerk in Cherry Hill,
N.J., a Philadelphia suburb.
"They ask if it's contagious,
and when we say. we're not
sure, they cancel."
Figures are not available on
the number of cancellations
directly attributable to fear of
the disease. But a check of a




tourists who had changed
their mind. --
One man who canceled
plans to attend a convention
here last week was Richard
Givan, chief justice of the
Indiana Supreme Court.
"If it were just an epidemic
in town you might not think so
much about it," he said. "But
Eucharistic Congress heresince it appears to be centered
in the-very same hotel-where--tHg—Nteitl—agQ.-= -and- IOC
swe're supposed to stay, It tayed at the hotel — also
doesn't sound too inviting." contracted the pneumonia-like
Given was to have stayed at
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,
as were the San. Francisco
Giants baseball team. But on
Thursday, when the Giants
came to town to play the
Phillies, they checked into a
Holiday Inn.
The Bellevue-Stratford was
headquarters for the Legion
convention July 21-24.
Subsequently, 25 of the
estimated 10,000 people who
had some connection with the
state-wide gathering died of
the illness, and 140 others
were hospitalized. Last
weekend, state officials said a
priest and a musician who
attended the 41st International
illness.
The Bellevue-Stratford is
not the only hotel to suffer.
"The International
Brotherhood of Carpenters
w as coming here Sunday,"
said Ted Kissane, manager of
a downtown Sheraton hotel.
"It means about 2,000 room
nights. But because of the
illness they said they weren't
corning. That's a big hunk of
change. Counting their food
and drinks, it's in excess of
$100,000."
Despite two weeks of
intensive research and in-
terviews with thousands who
attended the Legion con-
vention, health officials
remain puzzled about the
cause of the disease, which
caused high fevers and lung
congestion.
The researchers say they
have ruled out as causes
viruses, bacteria, fungus, or
such exotic diseases as plague
or Lassa fever. They say the
cause may turn out to be a
toxin — a poisonous agent —
but a number of toxins, in-
cluding heavy metals, have
also been discounted.
Hearing Set On Bell
Rate Hike Request
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
--The state Public Service
Commission has scheduled a
hearing for Thursday on South
Central Bell Telephone Co.'s
request for a $50 million rate
increase.
The telephone company
filed lhe rate increase ap-
plication with the PSC last
month. South Central Bell is
asking permission to raise its
rates for one-party residential
service.
Depending on the size of the
local telephone exchange, the
increase would range from
$2.68 to $4.21 per month on
individual telephone bills.
In Louisville, where the
increase would be the largest,
monthly one_party rates would
go up from $8.35 to $11.36,
according to a company
spokesman.
Long-distance calls made in
Kentucky would also be af-
fected by the proposed rate
hike, however installation
charges would remain the
same, said Richard Heman, a
telephone company
spokesman.
Heman said South Central
Bell's request is the largest
rate increase request ever to
come before the PSC.
The state's largest
telephone utility, South
Central Bell contends the rate
hike is "absolutely necessary
to pay the costs of providing
telephone service."
About half of the requested
$50 million increase is ear-
marked for federal, state and
local taxes, the company said.
Lick the
walking habit!
Let the postman pay your
bills ... by check One of our
checking accounts is the
easiest, safest way to man-
age your monthly payments.
And your cancelled check
is positive proof of payment.
See one of our tellers and
choose the checking ac-
count that best fits your





FOOD PRICES WU SOON BE TIMING DOWN
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Commissioner lames Vernon (far left) of the Kentucky Department of Public In-format on welcomes a group of British citizens to the Capitol at Frankfort. The visitors,
a part of a group of 92 Baptist church members visiting Crescent Hill Baptist Church in
tousiville, were in Kentucky one week, touring Georgetown, Lexington, Louisville andPleasant Hill as well as Frankfort. The state Department of Public information willopen a European office in September to promote such lours as this to-Kentucky. -
Area Residents Planning Attack
Against Expected Arrival Of Birds
MILAN, Term. (AP) — possible health hazard is by
Residents in West Tennessee killing millions of them.
and Kentucky, aided by their The birds have been blamed
state governments, are for • spreading disease,
drawing a plan of attack especially the lung disease,
against an expected influx of histoplasmosis.
millions of migrating black- Tennessee officials will be
binds this fall. offering financial aid in the
Were all of the opinion the form -of 'State matching grants
bird papOlation will be bigger to conununities..iyilling to kill
this year and that with it the large congregations of birds.
problem got bigger," said Ed Kentucky is sponsoring an
Porter, Tennessee's corn- extensive state conducted
lu_ssiinieritagrtenttnre7- ---Progroffi-tlesititect-ko-wiPe-etit,
Last year the November almost all of that state's 20
bird migration into the area large bird roosts.
was estimated at 62 million. "We'll conduct roost control
Officials say the only ef- measures the same as last
fective way of preventing the year, except more ex-
great flocks of birds from tensively," said Coburn
damaging crops and posing a Gayle, director of pest control
This announcement is neither an offer to sell rtOr a solicitationof an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus.
Now you can earn up to
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 1000/0
(Available in denominations of $100 or moreV
Annual interest of 73/4% to 93/4% is payable, quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or. if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available.
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CREDITHR1FT Investment Notes, Series A, are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc., a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CRED1THRIF1' to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, It any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained kohl a
representative of CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
this State. The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below. Or, if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in





Ross Wilder, Suite 2 8.4-Air Shopping Center
Phone 153-5573
for the Kentucky Agriculture
Department. "I anticipate
doing about 15 (roosts) or so."
Both states intend to kill the
birds with a detergent
chemical, Tergitol, which
strips protective oils from the
feathers of birds, leaving
them unprotected from the
cold.
Congress passed special
legislation last year to allow
the chemical to be used.
- • - --Kenttue officals- also- plari
to feed the birds poisoned
grain placed at livestock feed
lots where large numbers of
birds often come to eat lef-
tover feed.
Millions of birds were
slaughtered in Tennessee and
Kentucky last year in a series
of limited strikes. In Ken-
tucky, more than 3-million
birds wei e 'killed when six
large roosts were sprayed.
Several thousand birds were
killed in Tennessee when a
large roost at Henry Horton
State Park was sprayed.
But several en-
vironmentalists' groups,
„including the liew York-based
"Society for Animal Rights,"
have for two consecutive
years sOccilessfully blocked
steps to wipe out some of the 9-
million birds that roost near
the Milan Army ammunition
plant.
-We're expecting the birds
back," said plant information
officer Malcom Ingram. "But
we don't actually know where
we stand (legally) right now.
We're just sitting still,"
However, an anti-blackbird
group from Kentucky, "The
Blackbird Reduction Fund,"
plans to help seek a settlement
soon in a federal court suit
that has stopped the U.S.
-Army from attacking the huge
.11i5bk posting on the plant's
23,000:-acres.
The blackbirds, cow birds,
starlings and grackles, which
usually arrive in November
and leave in March, cost area
farmers millions of dollars
annually, officials said.
"They consume a lot of feed
in feed lots," said Ted Gee,
Gibson County farm agent.
"And they contaminate a
large amount of food they
leave. It has to be thrown out




VALLEY FORGE, Pa. ‘AP)
- A ceremony was held in
Valley Forge over the
weekend to honor the 45
Kentuckians who have
received the Medal of Honor
— the nation's highest
military decoration.
The names were enshrined
at Freedoms Foundation's
Medal of Honor Grove in a
seven-foot-high obelisk
bearing the official Kentucky
state seal.
Many of the medal
recipients were on hand for
the ceremony and were
greeted by Robert W. Miller,
president of the Freedoms
Foundation.
THE TUXEDO
NEW YORK (AP) — When
Griswold Lorillard, a New York
socialite of the late 19th centu-
ry, appeared at a formal dance
in a suit of his own design, he
startled the crowd because the
coat had no tails.
According to the American
Formalwear Association, "the
garment was immediately nick-
named after the town of its
first appearance—which was
exclusive Taxedo, N.Y."
Survey Rates State Public Service Board Second
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A national survey of public
utility regulatory agencies
rates Kentucky's Public
Service Commission at a tie
with Florida and Utah for
second place.
- The survey, published.
recently in the Public Utility
Review by Bear, Stearns Si
Co., a New York brokerage
house, is chiefly designed for
investors in utility stocks or
bonds and others concerned
with-- utility regulation, ac-
cording to Thomas C.B.
Howard, an employe of the
firm.
Howard said the survey
aims at rating "the general
economic climate for a utility
operating in a given
jurisdiction."
PSC Chairman Barkley
Sturgill said he found the
survey results "gratifying,"
adding that it is a statement to
PS-C' efficiency in' .OT?erseeing—
Kentucky's public utilities._
But critics of the PSC
contend the survey is intended
to give a rating on how soft or
tough a regulatory agency is
in handling powerful utilities,
such as telephone and elec-
trical power companies.
David VandeVenter,
director of the Jefferson
County Consumer Protection
Division, said the survey is "a
measurement of friendliness
from the utilities' point of
view."
Ratings are determined by
adding scores given in five
categories:
--Time that lapses between
filing of an application for rate
increase and the effective date
of the commission's decision.
—Rate base determined by
the value of a utility's assets.
This is used in calculating
whether there is a fair rate of
return, or profit.
—Accounting methods that
may or may not take into
account a utility's future in-
come taxes in the rate base.
—Rate of return. High
scores are given to agencies
that allow rates of return of 14
per cent or more on common
equity.
—Debt quality, or how a
utility's earnings cover its
shortterm debts.
Out of a perfect possible
score of 100 — 20 points for
each category — New Mexico
was ranked first with 90.
Kentucky, Florida and Utah
each got a 70-point rating.
California had the worst
rating at 10.
Sturgill said he disagreed
with Vandeventer's view of
Talking Bikes Preach Safty To Children
FRANDFORT, Ky.—Have
you talked with your bicycle
lately? I was on hand recently
for conversation with two
bikes, and I did all the
listening.
The place was the office of
Kentucky's Transportation
Safety Coordinator in Frank-
fort and the speaker was Ike
the Bike, a, regular spyder-
type Huffy bicycle outfitted
with taped messages for
children from kindergarten
through the fourth grade.
Ike's twin, Mike, stood silently
in the corner.
The bikes, made available
to the Kentucky Department
of Transportation (KYDOT)
by the Office of Highway
Safety Programs, are ex-
pected to get the safety
message through to our
youngest citizens.
Last year 850 cyclists were
killed in this country and
another 40,000 were injured.
Of those who died, 75 per cent
ranged in age from five to 14
years.
"Basically, it is a matter of
educating the young in
safety," said State Tran-
sportation Secretary John C.
Roberts. "It behooves us to do
all we can to keep our children
safe."
Roberts said that KYDOT
does not have the manpower
to take the safety program to
the schools itself, but the bikes
can be loaned to safety
groups. Ike and Mike will also
be used by the Kentucky State
Police in their regular school
safety programs and at bike
rodeos.
Ike and Mike are numbers
34 and 35, the last two
machines made by their in-
ventor, safety expert George
Towksbury of Cleveland,
Ohio. Their "brothers" are
scattered all over the country.
As Ike speaks, electric
Impulses actuated by sound
flash lights randomly in the
speaker, giving the illusion
that the machine is talking.
Operated by remote control,
Ike can give set speeches and
answer children's questions.
As the machine talks about
different parts of its structure,
a light blinks on that part.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft-drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only
•26- or 2/3.-otirfte bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Qu'art six-pack are real quarts ... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefuffy before you buy. And when
they're empty, bring 'em back for a refund the easy way






Included in the safety
program package also is a 20-
minute film on safe biking,
"Bicycles are Beautiful,"
produced by McDonald's
Corporation and narrated by
comedian Bill Cosby.
the PSC, adding that,
"Obviously, everyone doesn't
get a rate increase, and when
,they do get one, they don't
always get what they asked
for."
Sturgill said the survey "is
an indication that our (eke- -
triel rates in this state att.
well below - the national
Gov. Julian Carroll last year
appointed a 17-member
special commission to in-
vestigate electric rates and
evaluate the PSC's ef-
fectiveness.
Former Court of Appeals
Judge Ed P. Hill, who served
with Vandeventer on the
commission, said he was "not
at all impressed by the PSC."
The commission deliberated
six months and recomrnendedi-
several changes in the
statutes governing the PSC.
Some of the recommendations
were put before the 1976
General Assembly by Gov.
Carroll,
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
‘Psio
Contact
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World ChampionshipEvent To Be Held In Sept
Frankfort, Ky.-Kentucky
Parks Commissioner Bruce
Montgomery said he is elated
with the unanimous ac-
ceptance Kentucky has
received from 17 foreign
countries invited to par-
ticipate in the World Cham-
pionship Three Day Event.
The competition is to be held
at the Kentucky Horse Park
near Lexington in September,
1978.
Montgomery and his aides
presented the formal in-
vitations to representatives of
the countries in Bromont,
Canada, at a reception during
an Olympic equestian event.
We are extremely pleased
with the response to our in-
vitations to participate in the
first World Championship
Three Day Event to be held in
the United States," Mon-
tgomery said.
"This event will focus
worldwide attention on
1,exiagton and-on Kentucky's
horse industry. It will bring
tlx,ousancts___of visitors to
Central Kentucky from all
over the world and the United
States and the financial
returns will be tremendous for
Kentucky."
The Olympic event this year
attracted as many as 85,000
spectators to Bromont.
Among the teams present to
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 1 Obese
1 Novelty 2 
Mohammedan 
 
4 Soft drinks Atm e
9 Devoured 3 
Strike Out







































































































D. tr by United eater, Syndicate. ne
.e
accept the Kentucky in-
vitations was the British
equestrian team headed by
Princess Anne. She plans to
participate in the 1978 Ken-
tucky event.
The invitations were in the
form of a loose-leaf book
containing color photographs
of Kentucky horse scenes,
information_ait_ Kentucky's
horse county anda letter of







(mother Linda), New Con-
cord, Baby Boy Carson




Rt. 2, Puryear*, Tenn., Mrs.
Janice Green, P.t. 1, Box 98,
Buchanan„ Tenn., Roger
Dawson, Rt. 6, Murray
Leonard Barrow, Rt. 5,
Murray, John Lecroy, 142




Murray, William Brittain, Rt.
1, Box 70A, Almo, Curtis
Bouldin, Rt. 1, Box 2431
Kirksey, Mrs. Edna Croas,
Hamlin, Mrs. Opal Holland,
201 Irvan, Murray, Mrs. Lena
Whitnell (expired), 503 S. 11th
St., Murray.
Not all the treasure brought
back by Spanish fleets from the
New World in the 17th century
was destined for the king's cof-
fers. Scholars have estimated
that some 25 per cent of the









be submitted by. 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by
























Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,








15 THERE At.HTHIN6 THAT
YOU THINK MI6141 HELP
CUT DOWN THE VIOLENCE?
431
c...\._I THINK YOU'VE BEEN
ROBBING YOUR PIGGY





















PRESIDENT LUASA C4LL5 4L1MMIT




WAS FIVE MILES OUTSIDE































THIRD RIM TH' I FFTrr-
ASA SPECIAL- FAVOR TO








-Real Itstate, .753-311. _




















5. Lost And found
LOST BACKUSBURG
area-Walker female
Coon Hound, July 23,








needs person M-F over
40 for exclusive in-
dustrial sales territroy.
No relocation. We are an
expanding AAA-1 firm
established since 1933.





sonal interview write a








Under 60. 2 News • limy, 5
days a week. Far interview




day per week. Call 753-
8731.

























come should exceed 5
figure income, bonuses
of 3600 during first 24
months. For interview
opportunity send
resume to Jim Hurt, P.















per .week, plus auto
expense ---bbnlis.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WAITRESS WANTED. 2-






















washers, 9 dryers, 200
gallon water heater, to
be moved from present
location. Located in
Fisk, Mo. Real buy.
Contact Byerfinder,
Sikeston, Mo.
13. For Sale Or Trade









COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9332.
GOOD LAND-100 or so
tendable acres with
fairly nice frame or
brick home or house
nearby that could be
purchased. CA.11 435-4429.
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO JUICERS, no
peeling, no coring, no
Pre-cooking. Separates
juice from pulp, seed
and peeling. Also works




FOR SA LTwin Stroller.
Good condition. Call 527-
9959.
WOOD FOR SALE - 100
year old building of red
oak boxing planks. Call
489-2548.
MOVING+MUST SELL
harvest table, 6 chairs,
and hutch. Call 753-6974
anytime on weekends
and after 5:30 p.m.
weekdays.
TESTED AND AP-
PROVED by millions of
homemakers. Blue
Lustre carpet cleaner is
tops. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
MAGIC FINGERS pea
sheller, shells a bushel
of peas in 30 minutes.
$10.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tenn.
15 Articles For Sale























shampooer, Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon
polyester rug with pad,
green. Call 753-4931.




iron, and firewood. Call
753-4921.
HI BACK dining room -
chairs, small jig saw,
large rug and more,





clothes. All in good
condition. Call 4924469.
ROLLIECORD - V.B. 120
camera $70.00. Call 527-
8591.
15,000 BTU air condition.
$140. Electric range, $35.
Call 753-9486.
ALMOST NEW white 15
cubic ft. Frigidaire
refrigerator Solid red,
fringed, 6 x 9 area rug,




LIKE NEW blue top grain
vinyl couch arid chair.

















21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
1-Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to








and Service, 500 Maple






sale. Hay bine crusher,







Span building that holds
grain, grain bins, grain
cleaners, Super Bee
dryer', and gooseneck




header for 510 Massey
Ferguson combine. call
after 6:30436-5812 or 489-
%697.
ONE FOR!) plow three "-
14". Two row cultivator
Massey Ferguson. Lime
truck - 1960 Dodge. Call
7534726.
MC GRAIN DRYERS
and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-628-
3892 or 3742.
80 • INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
10-20 JOHN DEER
tractor, plows, disc, and
garden blade. 1200 hrs.
call 489-2195.
FARM TRUCK, 71
International, 2 ton with
151/2 foot midwest bed
with dump. New tires,
20,000 miles 435-4301.
. PAPEC CUTTER in good
condition $1000.00, two
row New Idea corn
picker. Good condition.
Call 435-4301.
TWO IA", Ford bottom
plows, 6 foot Ferguson
mower. Call 492-8644.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




1976 BOMBER BASS boat
with 65 h.p. Mercury.
Fully equipped. Call 753-
2316 after 4 p.m.
1973 RANKINS tri-hull, 85
Johnson, motor with
trailer. Call 753-4509.
READY TO FISH, 1976,
16' Polar Kraft bass
boat, 1 972 50 HP
Evenrude, depth finder,
trolling motor. Call 753-
4148 after 5 p.m.
15' RUNABOUT Seaking


















732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.
870 REMINGTON 12
guage, 30-30 Marlin with
scope, two fiesty pup-





pennies. Most types of
each Grades G B U also





striped, and a 220
electric heater. Call 753-
5611.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
TUBE C.B. base station
with extra base ac-
cesiors, also push-up
pole and antenia. Must
be sold together. Call
753-5106 between 7 p.m.
and 9.30 p.m.
-•••••••


























29. Mobile Home Rentals
ROBYN WV-23A. CB 23
channel, P.A., exterior
speaker, with antenna.
New $130. Call 753-5877.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1970 12 i60 two bedroom
trailer, furnished with 3
year old household
furniture, except kit-
chen table. King size
bed, 15.2 cubic ft.
refrigerator. ;0,000 BTU
air. Natural gas heat.
Moving must sell. A-4
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
0572.
1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
6275 or 753-7302.
31EA M 311r X 30 31t3
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED




carpeted, close to MSU.
$100.00 per month in-
cluding utilities. Call
753-1976.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 79 • THREE
BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Air condition. Call
753-3635.
1. Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT 2
bedroom- .krnirshed
house or apt. 47all 753-
1495.
32 Apartments 131 Rent




heat and air. Wall to
wall carpeting, outlet
for washer and dryer.




Water, lights and phone.
Retired elderly people.




allow gill. Fliono 751
51011 or 753-5S4,5
33. Rooms For Rent
ONE BLOCK FROM
campus, refrigerator.
$35.00 per month. Call
753-4182.
FOR BOYS: private room
with kitchen facilities.
Call 436-5479.
34. "Houses For Rent




NICE 2 bedroom small
house with carport.
$100.00 per month. Call
489-2595.
UNFUFtN BRED THREE
bedroom house. Call 492-
8341.
FURNISHED HOME TO
a single woman teacher
for the school year. Call
436-5479.
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE DUPLEX
apartment, 2 bedroom,




PONIES FOR sale. One 3
year old mare and older
pciny broken to saddle
and cart. Call 753-7791.
PUBLIC NOTICE
There will be a Public Hearing held August 17,
1976 at the Murray City Hall Building at 7:00 p.
m. in the Council Room. At this time, the Sewage
Facility Plan for Hazel, Murray, and Calloway
County will be reviewed with Chester Engineers.
Public participation and questions will be
welcome at this time.
W. A. Franklin, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission





For all complete full size cars delivered
to...














810 Sycamore Phone 753-0632
Prices Good Through Aug. 20
38. Pets Supplies
ONE 12' x 12' dog pen. Is
portable, like new.
Everything included to
set it up. $30.00 Call 435-
4290.
AKC GERMAN Shepherd




ST. BERNARD pups AKC
registered and wormed.
$75.00 and up. Call 1-247-
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very








Kennels iffers for sale, 3
montn old male Great
Dane, cropped and
shots. $150. Grooming






You pick. Call 7534536.











peaches of the season
are now ready. Finest
quality, large size
Yellow Freestone. Come
Now. Turn left mile
East of Tennessee river
bridege at McCollum




Also cooking apples and
large tame plums. Call
753-4725.





at 1710 Miller. Nice 3
bedroom brick with
carport. Also new 22' x
24' one car garage with
workshopePriced to sell.
Someone will get a




side rents for $150.00 per
month, furniture in-
cluded. New roof,
electric wall heat; utility
room with dryer hook up
and 10 foot by 14 foot
wood storage building,
very deep lot. For ap-
pointment call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th
Street Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly
• payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320.
44 Lots For Sale
SWEET CORN will BY OWNER - nice
deliver Murray. Eight building site, lot 111.6 z
cents per ear. Call 435- 211 on Oakdale Drive.
4385 Call 753-0814.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, lot 188
Riviera Ct., Saturday, 8-
3.
43 Real Estate
78 ACRE FARM Located
southwest of Murray.
Good produciir farm,
good fencing With older
frame house, tobacco




cent of farm in good
tendable acreage. This
farm offers a good
return on investment
and including all im-
provements is an ex-






acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
Buyer. For directions-to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-247%.
NEW COLONIAL STYLE
4 bedroom 2% bath
home on 2 plus acre
wooded lot. Excellent
location only 5 miles





attached 2 car garage.
Just listed and priced at
only $45,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for all your real
estate needs
45 Farms For Sale
37 ACRE FARM with
farm house. 30 acres in
beans. Call 436-2266.
SMALL FARM ON 641.
Call 753-6940.
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home close to
shopping center, and
downtown business, on








$24,900.00. Call fer ap-
pointment 753-9710.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick,•nice subdivision.
Call 753-4023 or 7534448.
BY OWNER - Modern 2
bedroom home with 3
lots in good condition.
Croppie Hollow, 1 mile
from Blood River Boat
Dock. Write to William
C. Davis, Route 5, Box
476 or to see call 436-55211
or 436-2410.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m
46. Homes For Sale
WARM, SPACIOUS 4
bedroom, 2 bath home






and air, fully car-
peted, patio. carport,
storage building fen-




division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central




HONDA FOR SALE ZB
360 T, $850. Only 1,478
miles. Call 753-6471.
HONDA 175 Elsinore and
GT 70 Honda. 1973 500 4
cylinder with 2300 miles.
Call 753-4509.
1973 HONDA CB 350. 1972
Honda CB 350. 1973
Honda CB 500. Call 753-
6000. Garrison Motor
Sales.
1973 125 CZ Motocross




BLACK E-T MAGS, fits









$15.9 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E711x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
PE Tax. H78x15", $21.99








$2.69 FE Tax. GR78:14"
or 15", $37.92 Plus 82.97
FE Tax. 11R78115",




Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
L60x14" or 15", $30.46
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hlway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply 631.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tar'. Traction
type 4 ply G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or H78x15, $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax.100115" 6
ply. 828.27 OM $3.16 FE
Tax. 750x16" g ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn
49 Used Cars & TruLk.
1972 OLDS 98, 4 door
hardtop. Call 753-6275.
1172 MON'TE CARLO,
extra clean, air and
pottier steering - -CARPETbrakes, new tires.




new tires, extra clean,
$1000. Call 753-5738.




1962 CHEV. CHURCH bus
with 66 engine and 2
speed axle. Will accept
bid over $500 through
Sept. 1. Call 527-9959 or
527-9538.
1973 TOYOTA CEIACA
ST, automatic, air, must





owner. $1095. Call 753-
4445.
1970 BUICK Wildcat, 4
door hard-top, double
power and air, AM-FM
radio and vinyl top. Has
59,000 actual miles one
owner, in extra good
shape. $1000.00. Phone
354-6217.





power and air, $2200.00.
Call 435-4301.
1% TON Chevrolet dump
truck with dump bed.
Motor needs some
repair. $450.00. Call 753-
7238.
1971 OLDS DELTA, 2 door
coupe with power and
air, new radial tires,
sharp. Call 753-8500.
1965 INT. Scout good
mech. $625.00 can be
seen after 6 p.m. Call
437-4132.
1974 MAZDA, Station










$1500.00 or best offer.
Call 753-4340.





1972 CHEVROLET 14 ton,










Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







home and industrial,, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing











DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.













and seal coating. For
free estimate, call 753-
7238.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4




ficient service. NO job










and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs
EXPERIENCED
babysitter wanting to




work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
WILL DO babysitting any












struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, tri.









WILL BUSH HOG lots.




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. in. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and














113 S. 49 Stmot
literrly











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
KIRBY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free




WOULD LIKE YARDS to
mow or trimming or
other odd jobs. Call 489-
2471.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour




vice. No job too small.






N. sew "••-11-yeseser maid
&set tarps%
EASILY-
* room Ml5 mow-n•io. ass oila.work
cam mow au yoculos
widow am an





a uS luso a











4 Yr. Old male dog, good
with children and dog
house included. Call 753-
9267
55 Wanted








535O.00 Up. Floored, reale to es*. Mobile heave eid-eas, patios,




led by Mrs. Dorothy Rowlett, former Art Super-
visor Duval Co., Florida schools and Museum
Advisor.
Visiting the land of the Pharaohs Cairo, Memphis;
Luxor, Aswan and Abu Simbel, 10 days, 9 nights,
deport November 12.
All Expense tour from New-fork $1,250.00
For brochure and further information, call:
























• • IR V
,
'32 PONTIAC V8 COUPE
RIGNT-CN ANCESTOR CF 1NE (TO /-440 ThE YVIE
SPOWY 1:LA3•4 ira 1932. SNE HAD • w000 FRAME WITH
SNEET menu. skip. STANDARD WERE CNE CF GM3 137
v85, A 'MARvEL (A:MN-DRAFT CARS, a-cri-TwE-rumz
ROLL-UP vANDSNIELO, \ARE WHEELS, AND ONE OF TNE
FIRST WATER THERmc.STAM AL WEREoursioE miinzces, RAOSO, NEATER, E wNfTE WALLS.
PONTIAC 1460 PRODUCED A PREMONmON OF ITS
SPEEDY, SExV FUTURE... MORE THAN 40 YEAR5 AGO.
Pronclownst ENGINE - L- VS, 251 CU IN, 85 81-4P
L ENGIN -err *9*, 14E1GHT- 643', WEIGHT -3160
PERFORMANCE. 0-50 MPH 1N 176 SEC, TE:9 spEED 75 mpN.
m/ERAGE FUEL MILEAGE- is m.pG,
VALUE. 1932 PRICE 3925, 7TXXV (MINT) $6,5o0 4-
tar.ratvistmaraiesi•
42)cp:
'The Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon Jerry Key
a
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Kentucky GOP Predicted To Scientists Giving No Forecast On Volcanic Eruption
Favor Ford_ By 19-18 Count
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Leaders of " both sides are
predicting That the Kentucky
Republican delegation will
vote 19 to 18 for President
Ford on' the first ballot of the
national convention.
The comments by Rep. Tim
State Fair To
Open Thursday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The 1976 Kentucky State Fair
will officially open Thursday
with ceremonies at the State
Fair and Exposition Center
here.
Gov. Julian Carroll will join
Don L. Johnston, executive
director of the fair and ex-
position center and other
members of the Fair Board in
the opening ceremonies.
Some 42 high school bands
from across the state will
compete Thursday in the
Marching Band Contest at
Fairgrounds Stadium. The
contest is one of the first fair
events to get underway.
Twenty teams of majerettes
will also vie for a state title in
the Majorette Contest the
same day.
Thursday has also been
designated as Senior Citizens
Day. A special area inside the
exposition center has been set
aside for senior citizens to rest
and relax.
Special events are
scheduled throughout the day
for senior citizens, including
music, awards And other
entertainment.
A senior citizens Bicen-
tennial style show will be held
Thursday at noon.
A field of 206 professional
cowboys have entered Mid-
west Rodeo's five per-
formances at the fair Aug. 20-
72.
Nint past world title holders
will be among those com-
peting for a total of 822,480 in
six events.
The rodeo, to be held in
Freedom Hall, will be hosted
by country music star Jerry
Reed. Trick rope artist
Francisco Zamora and clown
Larry Clayman will highlight
the entertainment.
Events will be heidiii saddle
bronc riding, bareback riding,
girls barrel racing, calf roping
and bull riding.
I Deaths and Funerals I
Hosie Harper Dies
At Home Saturday
Hosie Harper of Benton
Route One died Saturday at
two p.m. at his home.
He was 87 years of age and a
member of the Union Hill
Church of Christ.
Survivors are one son,
Dudley Harper, Benton Route
Nine, one sister, Mrs. Holley
Henson, Benton Route Eight;
two grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Funeral services are being
held today at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with Bro. Willis Green
officiating.




Thweatt, and Ronald Thweatt.





The funeral for James R.
Turner of Benton Route One,
near Hardin, was held Mon-
day at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home with Rev. Charles
Simmons and Rev. Roy
Gibson officiating. Burial was
in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Turner, age 22, an
employee of Air Products
Plant, Calvert City, was found
dead about noon Saturday in a
field near his home. Marshall
• County Coroner Jess Collier
said he expects to give a ruling
Wednesday or Thursday in the
death of Turner who died as a
result of a gunshot wound.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Anna Turner, and two
daughters, Christie Jo and
Monica Rena Turner, Benton
Route One; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Turner,
Benton Route Four; one
brother, Raymond H. Turner,
Benton.
Funeral Rites Held
For Mary R. Morris
Funeral services for Miss
Mary R. Morris, sister of Mrs.
Ruby Miller of Murray, were
held Saturday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. Mike Gatton of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Palestine Cemetery.
Miss Morris, age 65, died
Thursday at 10:45 a. m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a resident of Benton
and a member of the First
Christian Church there.
Survivors include three
sisters, Mrs. Miller of Murray,
Mrs. Jennie Keltz of Benton,
and Mrs. Clydie Davis of
Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,







Waukegan, Ill., father of Mrs.
Delbert (Jean) Fleming of
Murray, died August 5 at the
Victory Memorial Hospital
there. He was 69 years of age.
The deceased was born May
2, 1907, in Oakland, Calif. He
was a member of the First
Baptist Church of Waukegan
and a member of the Johns
Manville Quarter Century
Club. He retired in 1972 from
Johns Manville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ellen Lundeen, Waukegan;
daughter, Mrs. Fleming and
four grandchildren, Murray;
one sister, Miss Violet Lun-
deen, Waukegan, Ill.
Funeral services were held
Monday, August 9, at the
Marsha Funeral Home,
Waukegan, with Rev. Charles
Woodson officiating.
Pallbearers were George
Lundeen, John Rajala, Eino
Autio, Elden Westman, Fred
J. Lundeen, and LeRoy
Golwitzer. Interment was in




Lee Carter, who favors Ford,
and Rep. Gene Snyder, who
favors Ronald Reagan, ap-
peared for the moment to end
any speculation of a
breakaway for Reagan.
The delegation's sentiment
is as much as 28 to 9 for
Reagan, but the delegate i are,.
bound by state law to adhere
to the results of Kentucky's
presidential primary.
Carter said a few days ago
he was concerned that "un-
principled " Reagan sup-
porters might bolt on some
pretext.
"Now I don't believe this
will happen," he said. "I've
talked with quite a few people
involved."
The congresgman said he
would worry about the
political future of anyone
violating the state law.
, Snyder said ..be has.
discussed the question with
former Gov. Louie Nunn - they
are delegation co-chairmen -
"and we're going to announce
the first ballot" as 19 for Ford
and 18 for iteagiin.
Snyder said he had not
heard of any Kentucky
delegate who plans to ask for a
polling of the delegation. This
would be the tactic used for
any breakaway.
However, the congressman
told another newsman he
approached one delegate who
had so indicated and advised
him strongly against it.
"I feel we have an obligation
te carry _out._ the ...slate law
enacted," Snyder said. _
"I don't feel we are legally
committed, but we are
morally committed. To do
otherwise would sort of be a
breach of trust," Snyder
added.
Meantime, Harold Rogers of
Somerset, the Ford campaign
leader in Kentucky, said his
side is hopeful of attracting
perhaps two additional
, delegates. He did not identify
them.
The delegation breakdown
now appears to be 25 for
Reagan, eight for Ford and
four uncommitted.
Perhaps the most un-
committed of the un-
committed is Charles
Holbrook Jr., of Ashland, who
has persistently refused even
to tell his family how he might
vote on the first ballot.
His wife has ben consumed
with curiosity.
One day recently, she
recalled, while he was-asleep
she woke him up and
whispered quickly, "Who are
you going to vote for?"




Revival services are being
heldaliiLweek at the Russell's
Chapel' United Methodist
Church with Rev. Harry Nall
of Sedalia as the visiting
speaker.
Services are being held at
7:30 each evening through
Friday, August 20. The public




The first meeting of the
Calloway County Teachers
Association will be held
Wednesday, August 18, at
East Elementary School.
Lunch will be catered;
therefore the meeting will be
during the lunch hour where
teachers may be dismissed at
the scheduled time in the
afternoon.
Teens Who Care Club
Plans Meet Thursday
The Murray High School
Teens Who Care Club will
have a membership party on
Thursday, August 19, at 7:30 p.
m. at the old Murray City
Park in the large pavilion.
Guest speaker will be Allan
Beane, teacher at Murray
High School.
All old members and those
wishing to join the club are
invited to attend, according to
Bobbie Smith, club president.
The production of metal cans
increased more than tWO-told
between 1954 and 1974. In those
two decades, production
jumped from 188 million to
over three billion. That's
equivalent to 14 cans for every
American
POINTE-a-PITRE, Guade-
loupe (AP) — Scientiests say
they can't predict whether the
spectacular eruption of the
Soufriere volcano which .had
been expected for days is still
in the offing after a minor
eruption of the volcano
Monday night spared neigh-
boring villages and ceased no
major damage.
The scientists, who have
been predicting that an
eruption of catastrophic force
is imminent, made a
helicopter -flight over the
danger zone today. Later, they
said it was impossible to
forecast whether there might
be more volcanic activity.
Heavy clouds and bad
general weather conditions
stopped the team of experts
from flying directly over the
crater of the volcano on this
French Caribbean island.
Prof. Robert Brousse of the
University of Paris, wto was
in the helicopter said:
"There was no damage in
the neighboring communities,.
We overflew the villages and
they're all intact. The rivers
aren't flowing with mud. But
there is a very dense cloud of
ash that stopped us from
flying over the town of
Bailiff was one of the
communities evacuated over
the weekend as the volcano in
the 4,813-foot peak gave signs
it would soon go up. In all, -
about 72,000 people were
moved out of the danger zone
—.more than 20 per cent of
Guadeloupe's population.
Police estimate there are
about 50 peopte who ref ased to
leave their homes.
The eruption came at 7:45
p.m. local time Monday and
the earth quivered as far as 20
miles away. A scientific team
near the volcano was removed
to a ship offshore, but
returned to the island this
morning to start its in-
vestigation.
The blast Monday night was
heard 10 miles from the
volcano.
After the eruption, Brousse
said, "The circumstances
showed that we were right in
our predictions."
He said the tremors
emananating froth— the
volcano would not have suf-
ficient strength to topple
buildings outside the danger
zone and he discounted
ritts of the possibility of a
ti al wave that could threaten
the island's capital, Pointe-a-
Pitre.
There was concern,
however, for cattle and other
animals left near the volcano.
La Soufriere has been
emitting ashes, steam and
fumes for more than a month.
The volcanologists had been
keeping watch on it from St.
Charles, near the volcano.
When slight tremors started
rocking the area Monday




The Murray Lodge of the
Loyal Order of Moose will hold
its fourth annual Hawaiian
-Luau on Saturday, Aug. 21.
Dinner will be served from 7 p.
m. to 8:30 p. m. The Oliver Hill
band will provide music from
912, rp. to 1 a. _
—Dress for the occasion will
be either Hawaiian or in-
formal. Prizes will be
awarded for the best-dressed
lady, best-dressed man and
best hula dancer. All Moose
members are urged to attend.
Max Vincent telephoned one of
the scientists.
"He was really frightened,"
said Vincent. 'They moved
immediately into a shelter
inside the fort."
The tremors continued.
After the big one was felt in
Pointe-a-Pitre, 20 miles
northeast of the volcano, Jean-
Claude Aurousseau, the ad-
ministrator of the pench
islands, ordered a eavy boat to
Notes from
Murray Civic Music Association
Mrs. John C. (Norinne)
Winter entertained com-
munity leaders from West
Kentucky and surrounding
areas at a coffee hour recently
in which they made plans for
'promoting interest in the
Murray Civic Music drive.
Among the guests invited to
attend the coffee hour were
Miss Louise Graves and Mrs.
Betty Hawkins, Bardwell;
Mrs. Keith Ellis, Benton; Mrs.
Lewis Sowell, Clinton; Mrs. C.
W. Whitnel, Mrs. W. S. Atkins,
and Mrs. Steve Wiley, Fulton;
Mrs.,Jesse Kelly, Mrs. John
Cook, and Mrs. Don Haugh,
Mayfield; Mrs. Riley Kay,
Mrs. Robert McCullagh, Mrs.
Benson Blackie, Mrs. Harry
Sparks, Mrs. Phil Crihfield,
Mrs. Ralph Lorenz, and Mrs.
Thomas E. Brown, from
Kentucky Lake area; Mrs.
Gwen Marsh, Marion;
Mrs, Herbert McColgin,




Mrs. Max Carman, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, Mrs. W. B. Graves,
Mrs. Walt Apperson and Mrs.
C. S. Lowry.
move the men from Besse seismograph was already
Terre to Terre de Haut island, monitoring the volcano.
about eight miles from the La Soufriere, French for the
larger island and 14 miles sulphur mine, last erupted in
from the volcano's peak. 1956 but there was no lava
The scientists set up a new— flow and no loss of life then.
observation post at Ft. Fissures open in the 
side of the
Napoleon, where a mountain July 
8 and began
belching gas, steam, ash,
stones and mad. The activity
intensified last Thursday.
Relatives took in two thirds
of the refugees. 'The rest were
housed in schools in 12 com-
munities, all more than 40
miles from the danger zone.
esienet
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, f urnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc • - 514ir +%
Kaufman & Broad. 7% 44
Ponderosa Systems IPA 44
Kimberly Clark. 38% +%
Union Carbide 65% +%
W.R. Grace - M% At
Texaco 27 4,4
General Elec.  Sbli 44
GAF Corp. 15% unc
Georgia Pacific 31% +'41
Pfizer 
Jim Walters 30% -%
Kirsch  •  15% 44
Essay ' , 50% -64
Franklin Mintv 34 +Vs
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today f urnished to the Ledger &
Times hy 1. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco 3244 .L•
Amencan Motors 45. 4'
Ashland Oil Z7 we
AT&T 60% -• %
Ford 56%
GAF 15% unc
Gen. Dy1111MiCS 594'4 -14
Gen. Motors  Er. -41
Gen. Tire 22% -%
Goodrich 28% 44%
Gulf Oil 
Pennwalt 34% -•-13' •
Quaker Oats V -4
Republic Steel 36% 4-(4
Singer Mfg.  ,  20% -%
l'apiau ..,..,,....-4-.,...,....11%unc
Weetern Union 18% unc-
Zenith 32% '-(4- 
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August 17, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying &snags
Receipts: Act. 420 Est. sipaaTom
Gilts 1.00 lower Sows .50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.  1143.50-44.00
US 1-3300-240 lbs.  843.00-43.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 842.25-43.00
US 3-4 260-260 lbs. ... 541.2S-12.25
Sows
US 14220-350 lbs. 835.30,36.50
US 13300-450 lbs. 136.5041640
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $301.50-311.01)
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 834.5035.50
Boars 23.50-23.50
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. in.
356.6, no change.
Below dam 301.8, no change.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. in. 356.6,
no change.
Below dam 303.6, up 1.1.
Sunset 7:47. Sunrise 5:15.
Moon rises 11:10 p. in., sets
Tuesday 1:30 p.
FOOD PRICES Will SOON BE TUMBEING DOWN
BIG JOHN











Discontinued Dryers and Washers!
most models, colors available —
a few demonstrators-but hurry!
Every old model
Maytag washer &
dryer must go! 
Take your pick. Factory fresh or floor
models. . . haul it home. Save even more!










•All-fabric washer with Permanent-Press
cycle • Family size tub with Power Fin Agitator
•Choice of 3 water levels•3 water temps.
• Permanent Press, reg-
ular and air fluff settings
• Maytag Halo-of-Heat.
-Dryers dry clothes fast,
_gently • Easy to clean
lint filter:
When you buy a DEPENDABLE 
MAYTAG we DON'T try
753-1713
Regular model Maytag





• Revolutionary Power Mod-
ule with exclusive Micro-
Mesh"filter • 3 level washing
action virtually eliminates pre-
rinsingetinstirpassed capacity
to sell you an Extra Cost Service Contract
&LLItta3
MURRAY WITOCKY  s
